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SUll"I,:A2Y 
The thesis is concerned uit~ the study of the offects 
of squish on the ourbulence sorucoure in the combustion 
chUKber of a sp~r~ ignition engine. 
Zxistins hot \Iire tlnerr:ome or;; calibration tech:liques h~lve 
been soudicd and an impro' ed version developed. 
A daoa acquisition and processir.g system has been developed 
\"ihercby the raw dao<l is digitised and pl'ocessed by a Hewlett 
Pacblrd cor.:putcr, thus f.1a!.:ine, poss ible the analysis of 'a large 
number of cycles. 
~he dnto. acquisition syster.l fulfills the requiroment of 
perfect synchronis::. tion Vii th the crank, rotation to ensure the 
accurate locntion of eVery event in thc engine cycle. 
I1in::} combustion chambers have been tesl;ed. One was " 
dlGUm ch~:,ber YIi.th no squish und the rest featured increasinG 
squish 'lreas ranging from 5 to 20%. T'llo lOCAtions of each 
of these were studied: all in onc place :md equally divided 
into t:-10 a~efi.s. 
:':':1.0 tr.':![.n ail' velocioy, tUl'bul::mce in;;or:si',;y,relative tur-
bulence intensity and macro scales of turbulcnce "",we been c:11-
culnted for everyone of these chambers. The probe position and 
engine speed i,ere altered to create a cO.;lplete image of the flo;"/ 
structure in the cOlilbustion cha:::ber. 
It viae found that the intake jet creates a stronG body s~lirl 
motion in the combustion Ch'1Llber. This pJrsists durins the CO::1-
prassion st~oke and is only broken up if large squish '1re~~ are 
present. 
It was .1180 found l;hat the effect of squish on the turbulence 
level is to incre~ne the frequancy of rotation of the eddies. 
{> 
) 
The eddy size does not alter but F.ore eddies are cre~ted and 
they nave faster rotc,tionul r;.otions. 
) 
) 
NOTATION 
Io probe current at ambient conditions 
I probe current during engine tests 
Vw voltage across wire 
Va bridge voltage 
RW - wire operating resistance 
RL wire element operating resistance 
resistance in bridge arm in series with probe arm = son 
Rc total conductor resistance in the leads and probe body 
A wire crossectional area 
AX surface area of wire element 
As surface area of wire 
Tw - wire operating temperature 
'1l gas temperature 
TL wire element temperature 
1$ temperature of the surroundings 
Tt film temperature 
'k-r 
ambient temperature 
prong temperature 
heat supplied to the wire 
heat loss through conduction 
heat loss through convection 
heat loss through radiation 
n polythropic index of compression 
gas specific heat at constant pressure 
Cv gas specific heat at constant volume 
R Universal gas constant 
d wire diameter 
1 wire length 
h convection heat transfer coefficent 
Re Reynolds Number 
NU Nusselt Number 
U Instantaneous gas velocity 
U average gas velocity 
u instantaneous air velocity fluctuation 
u turbulence intensity 
R(i)- relative turbulence intensity 
Rti1- non stationary autocorrelation coefficient 
T(il - time macro scale of turbulence 
Llil- length macro scale of turbulence 
bP pressure drop in calibration tunnel 
Po ambient pressure 
}. - air thermal conductivity at hot wire temperature 
W 
~ air thermal conductivity at gas temperature 
\- thermal conductivity of wire element at its temperature 
~- thermal conductivity of the wire material at the temperature 
) of the prongs 
q- Stefan Boltrrnann's constant 5.693 x 10 J/m sec ~ 
E - wire emissity = 0.1 
ti- thermal coefficent of resistance for wire material 
f - gas density 
r- gas dynamic viscosity 
1 - ratio of specific heats = 1.4 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
, 
I H T ROD U C T I 0 li 
A great deal of \"Iork has been done in recent years to 
i~prove the operation of spark ignition engines. 
Legislation limiting the amount of exhaust pollutants has 
been adopted in m1ny countries. At the same time the energy 
crisis crented the 'advent of an energy conscious society in 
which governments are t,.king serious steps towards limiting 
1;;he ,:ouel consu~p1;;ion of p':>.ssenger vehiclds. 
Consequently t~1e mocor rns.nufactuers and the researce 
orG~misations focused tacir a1;;tention on the combustion process 
in internal combustion engines. 
Lean !.lixture running is an obvious anSl1er to the proble~s 
ou~lined ul'ove. 'rhis would guarantee low fuel consunption 
figures and clo'ln ex.1.D.ust gases. tlowever most engines are 
reluctnm; to run smootl1.1y on lean mixtur~s '?nd sonetimes special 
con~ustion systems have to be developed. 
One anSl/er is t!1c str~ tified ch,,-rge enginc ',"[hich has the 
~ ability to run on lean mixtures nt t~e exponse of increased 
-) 
necennic,l cOl:.plication. High compression ratios in conjunction 
with lean r.lixtures has ,11so been known -r;o give good results. 
Another -r;rend of thought is to enhance the turbulence level in 
the corJcustion char.bcr. Various turbulence promoters or high 
turbulE::lce combustion ch'lmbers h:we been tried with vllrious 
degrees of success. One of thc best Imovm methods of increasing 
th;} turbulence level is SqUiSfl. It is a feature of m~ny pro-
ductiol1 Cn6i!!CS and in some of -chese it features the ability to 
run on lean mi:c1;;ures. 
tlov/e"er the mechanism thrcuGh \lhich squish genorlltos tur-
bulence is not cor.1pletely understood. It is not clcar \"Ihich of 
1 
~\ 
) 
the air florl pnn':lmeters are affected by a squish configuration. 
The turculcnce intensit~i 01' the ti:,e or l.ength scales can be ' 
• • 
'affected separately or all at the same time. It is ~lso acccp~od 
th::tt t~~er" is an opt~murn deo"'ree of ~ uis" t 'i h a ~ ti 1 ~ . ~ gq _ n un c p r cu or 
combustion Ch.l11.ber peri'or,y's best. 'rhis is based only on el,;piric..ll 
expJri:lnce .md no s:.tisfnctory theoretical explanation of the 
process involved has yet be~n found. 
Consequently this study was envisngdd \lith the folloVling 
, 
,- ~he meaSU1'er::tm~ of the avero.ge velocitids in co;,lbustion 
chaMbers differinG only by the degree of squish built in 
and the precise location of these velocities within <;he 
engine cycle. 
_ Tho measurement of the turbulence intensitics in the 
cOTIlbustion chal1bers and <;,leir location in th:l cycle. 
_ The cnlcul'tion of the turbulence scales for every com-' 
bustion ch:mber and their preCise location in the engine 
cycle. 
To ans'ler these problems the obvious research tool is the hot 
vlirc anel'lometer. A nur::ber of research reports have been 
published, outl~ning the use of ho~ wire ane~ometry systems to 
measure the turbulencc levels of the air trapped inside the 
conbustion chamber of an internal combustion engine~ 
'1'his repor~ is a continuation of a previous study by Jar:es( 6 ) 
in which the turbulent flow in the combustion char.ber .::nd tne 
effect of t!lC CO!1pr~ssion r!l"Gio have c<}en studied. 
A d:1ta flcquisition and p:'oce!Jsing system hus boen developed 
and one of its benefits is that it cun be used wiG!1 other types 
of ~ngina r~lated research wor1t. 
2 
The invcstig'1 tion of the 1'10\/ in the combustion chanber 
using /1 hot Vliro prote in a Illotored engine is hardly li~wlJ to 
;;ivo all the anSYlers to t:1C problems outlined' above •. :1'h1s has 
to be b'lcE.ed by eompo.z.at1ve studies in fired ensines "hich will 
relate the air 1'10'.7 pattern to thc conbustion rcspor,ss. This 
rJor~ is currently under ';lay and a report will 1'0110 ... , at n luter 
date. 
The thesis contains _ a revicl'1 of the best k110wn 1'10\7 
measurcl"3'1t techniques cmph::'sising 'Cne principle and char;lc-
, 
toristics of the hot ,lire llner.lometcr. 
'I'his is preceded by '1 survey of the reports covering the 
area~ of measurement tcchniques and investit;ltion of turbulcncc 
in general and squish in particular. 
A descrip'Cion 01' 1;hc test rig ar.d the tlssociat"d instrUlJen-
tat ion is Given in Chnpt:::r (6 ). A detailed presentation of the 
problelilS r0lutod to the US0 of hot ';lire ul1emometry systel::s in 
uns1;eady flons follo'ls. 
This is follo\/ed by a description 01' thc data ucquisitton 
system. 'Ibe development of this took <1 lare;e propor'G·ion of the 
time devoted to the expurimental wor1c. 
The main part ef t:n thesis finish_s 'Iith t2~ discussion of 
t!l~ :::'esults (In::! the conclusions .:nd r')coJ.;nend-,tionsfor furthel' 
v/or~. 
The appendices follo~ denling 
me.::lti\l procedure, t;le <;)v21u:::tion of the polytropic index of . 
exp:.;ns:'on, Gnd ..l list in; of -che computer prosrnma used in 1;he 
calibration pl'ocess and in reducing tile data. 
A list of references is given at the end ot the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
'. 
\ 
Li ter~ ture Sur':ey 
There is a sizeable an:ount of inforl~ation co"ering flow 
measurement techniques applica~le to the gas notion in engine 
combustion chambers. 
. 
'fhe detectors us l'lell as the tecimiques vary from water 
models to hot rlire anemome];ry systems. 
!1ue::ner and ;,:cDonald (9) used a large scale \later model 
to arrive at a number of maps of the florl inside the clearance 
, 
volume above the .piston. Altnough the fluid used was'incom-
pressib1e and the speed '·Ias low (00-80 rpm), the velocity d1s-
tribution trenis show a number of interesting features. The 
1'10st important of these is the general decrease il1 flow veloci];y 
in the centre of t!J.e combustion cnamber. 
Daneyshar et a1 (35) used a water analogy riG to study 
the characteristics of the fluid flow in the cylinder of an 
engine. ne observed the development of rolling vortices as 
the piston scrapes the c ;linder wall. 'l'hese increase in size 
., as the pis];on approaches ~.D.C. However, "he regularity of 
/ 
their shape is destroyed, as ];he engine speed increases, to 
such an extent that the vortex rr,otion becomes insignificant at 
high engine speeds. 
~he work of .Ohigashi et al(33,34)led to the conclusion 
that the combustion durinG one cycle had very li];tle effect on 
the mixture velocity during the follol1in.; cycle. It thus 
follows ~!lat hot rlire measurements in motored engines arc good 
representations of the mixture motion prior to ignition. A 
modified form of electric discharge anemometry was used for 
their tests. This was based 011 the fact that the path of an 
" 
electric disch'lrge mO'les in the direction of the flow of a 
gas stream. If a probe, then detects the arrival of the d1s-, 
.charge, the gas velocity would be a function of the time elapsed 
, between the beginning of the discll-,rge and its arrival at the 
oetection point. 
, , 
One of the earliest comprehensive studies on gas motion 
in engine combustion chambers IJas done by Semenov (1958) (26). 
He placed a hot wire probe in the com:::ustion cilamber of an 
engine to study the effects'of various puran:el;ers as : engine 
, 
speed, <;~lrottling, cO!.1pression ratio on the flo\'/ velocity. 
Also the probe I'Jas traversed across the combustion chamber. 
'1'he conclusion of his rJOrk was that the nature of the air 
motion in the combustion chambe'r is largely due to the jet 
motion of the flow past the inlet valve. This jet sets up 
large velocity gradients which lead to a high and persisting 
degree of turbulence. During compression the jet action dis-
appears but it leaves behind a turbulent gas motion. .Lt was 
also found that r most of t:ld turbulent ener6Y was limited to 
) frequencies below 1000 Hz. 
::;emenov concluded that the turbulence levels do not vary 
greal;ly during compression and expansion and that tile turbulence 
lntensities do not vary much a1; the locations in the combustion 
cham".:er VJhel'e meaSUrel:lents have been tal{en. nis calibration 
technique compensated for the pressure ar.d <;cmperature changes 
by reducing the probe current at high temperature and pressure 
conditions to a current at ambient conditions. The air velocity 
\"/as then derived from calibrations at ambient conditions. ll'he 
relationship used was 
I = o K (1" 'i'g ) • I 
v/here K (r ,T ) is the coefficient of rcduct:l on which is 
5 
dependent of the density and temperature of the gas. 
Hassan (22) used a constant temperature aneMometry systen 
.to study "ae heat trapsfer in an internal combustion engine • 
. An analytical calibration technique was developed, \1aich catered 
for the char.8es in pressure and temperature of the cylinder gas. 
Horvatin and Hussmann (7) studied the charge motion in a 
high swirl type of combustion chamber. An analytical calibration 
p::oocedure was used. A result of' this work was a separate paper 
by liorva tin (20) ',"][1ich looked in consiqerable detail a..t the 
characteristics of hot wires used in flows of varying tempera-
tures and pressures. lie used a heat balance to arrive at a 
rclationsnip also found by Davies and Fisher (18) 
J~ = J...A cfTw +'lTd If[T -(r, + "1 U2.)~ ~td X Jx clx2 W 9 lr 2cp IJ where 
lr is a recovery factor 
Cp is the specific heat of the gas 
However the merit of the \'Iork consists :tn the detailed ana-
lysis of errors that follo\ls. The effects of the changes in the 
'\ 
I cold resjstance~are examined dnd the article suggests that a 
3% error in t:1.e measurenent of Ro can lead to an error in excess 
of 10J~ in tl:u calculation of velocity. Also it was pointed out 
tb.:lt if the prong temperatures are disregarded the errors in the 
evaluation of \'eloc~ties are between 5 and 15%. On the other 
hand the measurenent; of the prong tenperatures with only a 
10% accuracy reduces the maximum error in the air velocity 
down to 1.5% 
Wins or and Patterson (28) u::ed a hot vlire anemoLleter to 
,measure t:le turbulence characteristics of the flow in an engi ne 
equipped with a shrouded inlet valve. 'i'ne conclusions outlined 
~he fact that the turbulence in the combustion chamber was 
isotropic and hO::1cgeneous and was not affected by the volumetric 
efficiency. 'J.'he velocities were found to increase 'Iit~ the 
engine speed and the turbulence levels decreased during the 
compression stroi<e. The repor"!; also evaluates the suitability 
of 5rn and 10 fm wires for engine ./Ork. 
their response was practically identical 
lot was found t~at 
and it was outlined 
that by using 10rm wires one has the advantage of better en-
durance. 
~alQma ' (23) used a hot wire to study the cyclic variation 
in gas velocity and the turbulence structure in spark ignition 
engines. :~ digital data acquistion process was used. '1'no 
co=erci"lly available types of combustion chambers \7ere used 
namely wedge and !feron. 
It was found that while the general characteristics in gas 
ve10cites are similar for most shapes of conbustion chambers, 
the turbulence char::!c"!;eristics are mainly function of inlet, 
~ract and combustion chamber shape. Sa lama , also carried out 
an evaluation of the turbulence scales from whic!l it was found 
\ 
--' that at high er:gine speeds, the frequency of eddy rotation 
increased along 'Iith the turbulence intensity. ,In analysis of 
the effects 01' shroUded valves was carried out and it vias con-
, 
eluded that Vlhile the velocities imparted continued well into 
the compreSSion stroke the eddy frequencies did not change much 
as a res~lt. ~y traversing the probe across the combustion 
chamber it was found that there is a zone,in the centre where 
the 1'1011 is statistically steady. It was also found that the 
squish conponen"!;s develop along the wedge wall of tne com-
• bustion chancer rather than as single jets perpendicular to the 
cylinder axis. 'l'11e calibrat.i.on procedure vias based on the 
7 
relatjcnsi1i:;> found by uavis and Flsi.ler. (18) ':o.e same tech-
nique was also used by Rassan and Dent (10 ). 'i'he rela-
tions:1ip used \Ias based on a cor.prehensive hoat balance for 
the hot wire. 'l'he mass floll past the wire was related to 1;he 
heat transfer 
eyAw 
h=CtflT'h 
coefficient by 
where f = airden~ity at 1;ne free stream temperature 
Cy= specific heut at constant volume 
et = skin friction coefficient. 'rhis was defined 
as follows: 
-0.'5 
Cf1-4 Re when 40<Re< 1000 
and 
-0.666 
cf=2-6Re when O<Re< 50 
Jumes (6) studied the turbulent flm{ in the combustion 
chamber by conpuring a disc 1;ype charr,ber \Vi th a squish chamber. 
It \"/as found that most of the turbulent energy was contained 
below 1000 Hz. 'the data was analysed by passinG the anel'lometer 
voltage tilro~h !l bar':{ of filtors. Thus the analysis led to an 
. 
eVolluation of the velocity and turbulence components at various 
frequencies. It I"las found that the flow fluctuations in the 
cylindrical conbustion chamber were much lower t:'UIn those in the 
squish chamber. The calibration technique used is discussed in 
deta n in Chapter (5) because ;;his vlork is based on the sar:le 
procedure. 
Lancaster (27) used a triaxial hot wire probe to resolve 
the veloc11;ies in their cartf):lian components. The data vias 
analysed using a digital data acquistion a.le. pl'ocessing system. 
A nUl:loer of parameters I'lere altered to study theil' effect 
8 
, 
I 
) 
on the cnarGe motion. These \lere: volumetric efficienc;l, 
engine speed, cor:,pression ratio and inta~e geometry. The 
gas velocities were found to increase with the engine speed and 
volunetric effici~ncy. 'l'he compress ion ratio did not have any 
effect on the velocit:y levels. 'l'he analysis of t:1e data ob-
tained ShO~'lS that only 20J~ of the flow energy is contained at 
frequencies above luOO Hz and only 2;~ above 5kl-'..z. It was found 
that the in cylinder turbulence at TIiC near COI:lpression is 
isotropic and is deterr.:ined by the intake jet flo'.7. '1',< reduce 
the data Lancaster used a heat balance for the hot wire. .tie 
investigated the suitability and the allowances that have to be 
made vlhen calibrc.t'Lng at amtient conditions for flows at high 
temperatures and pressures. These 'are discussed in more detail 
in uhapter (5 ). 
l'Ii tze (30) used a hot wire anemOl.1e'Cry system to measure 
, 
the spatial distribution and engine speed dependence of turcu-
lent air motion in an .L.C. engine. 'J:his was used in conjunction 
with a high speed digital data acquisition and processing systen. 
It was observed that both t:1e mcan velocity and the turbulence 
intensity V81'Y wit:l the engine speed. :!Owever the relaGive . 
turbulence int:ensity stays pr?ctically constant during induction 
and co~pression. 
Also t:16 tine and length scales of turbulence are only 
dependent on the char.,ber geometry. It was noted that t:le 
turbulence proo'.lC'tion by a SQuish volume would appear to be 
, 
insignificant \/hen compClrod to the compression stro~e enhnnce-
vent of in'Cake gencrat;ed turbuldnce. ~itze states that the 
turbulence struc'Cure is not honogensous in the clearance volume 
cut he adds t!J.st it is not certain l'lhet:,3r the degree of 
9 
-. 
I 
turbulence vari~tion tha~ exists is large enough to be signi-
ficant to bhe mixing and flame preparation process • 
. 
;i_n interesting point was raised by some private comrnunica-
~ion \"Ii t~ P. O. '-;i tze. T:J.is refers to some 01' his earlier work 
on hot vlire measurements in l.C.engines. The air veloci~ies 
were obs'O'rved to peak at ':LDC 01' the compression stroke and 
again at about 30 after TDC. It was initially suggested that 
this rise \"Ias due to the effect of the squish area present in 
'che combustion chamber. Later, hm/ever itv/as found tnat im-
perfect sealinG of the probe at the cOLlbustion chamber ,-/all 
can lead to "his sort 01' result. 
~jitze used a calibration forMula based on the relationship 
publis:"led by Collis and ;-alliams. This was 
1 
U· [b[(rw-TgV~"(VTgl -aIb(VTgl"a r 
17here a, band n are cons tants determincd fr..ol!1 calibration. 
The above survey lists the trends of thought concerning 
turbulenoe measurements in 1.C. engines. It underlines tha~ 
) the hot wire anemon-:ter is an accepted tool in this process and 
outlines some conclusions 1'I:1ich are generally agreed upon. 
Ho,vever tnore are a numbe:::, of phenomena not fully under-
to 
stood Vhlich led/inconSistent results. Thus there j s scope for 
further research especially in the investigation of squish 
Hhich Genera~ed a number of puzzling results and conflictins 
theories. 
10 
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CHAPTER 3 
FLOW MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
Flow measurement techniques. 
Throughout the years numerous techniques have been used to 
detect the characteristics of fluid floVls generally. 
However, a relatively scrall nU!:lber of these can be applied 
to the investigation of the fluctuating flow I"lhich exists in 
an engine combustion chamber. 
Broadly speaking the various techniques fall in one of the 
followin3 two categories according to the detector position 
) relative to the fluid: 
The detection is made visible (to the eye or through some 
apparatus) by the use of a tracer introduced in the flow 
and which !:loves with the fluid under invest1.gation. The 
detector (eye or apparatus) is situated outside the flow 
and does not interfere with it in any way. 
11 
- The flow characteristics are detected by a sensor int.'o- . i 
) 
duced in the fluid and use is made of some change in the 
mechanical, physical or chemical properties of the ssnsor. 
The follofling discussion of the available techniques will refer 
solely to the met::J.ods used in the past to detect tc.e flol'! charac-
teris~ies in engine combus~on chambers. 
Optical j.iethods 
1. Particle track photograr-hy 
\7hen using this method, tiny particles are supplied to the 
incoming charge and their paths are recorded cinemato graphically 
or using flash photography. In both cases the speed of the 
mo~ing fluid is found by relating the trace left by the particle 
on the film, to ~he exposure speed. 
• j 
;Tnen the fluid is air and the particles are solid, in other 
words-they have higher specific gravity one must allo\"l for their 
different density. 
Although the use of smo:il:e or some coloured gas is generally 
favoured in steady state fluid dynamics studies, the mixing of 
these tracker fluids ,Iith the air makes any observation very 
difficult in engine work. 
~. Light refraction by density variations 
The v~riation in density of a fluid affects its retraction 
properties. These changes are used in techniques such as the 
Schlieren and the ::ihadowgraph methods. 
A density gradi'ent in a gas acts as a lens and it can change 
the path and alter the wavelength of a beam of light passing 
.Thus the ::lchlieren technique gives a visual image of the 
density gradients in the fluid, and this is identical to the 
physical vorteces existing in the fluid under study. 
'r~e shodowt:;ra;;>h method dotects the gradient of the density 
, 
.J change and hence it is used where extremely sharp density varia-
tions cccur. J.t is used mostly in the study of shock waves. 
Interfer'Jnetry methods \"Iill give quantitative results 
evaluating the refractive index,of the gas which is proportional 
to its denSity. This can then be related to the velocity of the 
gas. 
lL~ser anenonetry 
This is based on the p:>inci;;>le that a laser beam is scattered 
in all directions from particl,:-,s in a fluid flow. The particle 
velocity causes this sca;;ter to be frequency shifted. By com-
bining scattered laser rays from 1:WO incident beams an inter-
12 
ference phenomenon occurs, and the resultant beat frequ~ncy 
(Doppler frequency) 'is proporticnal to the particle velocity. 
There is more than one mode of operation of a laser 
anemometry system. Ho.lever all of these are cased on the pick 
up of the Doppler frequency. 
i1nen aiming the two convergent laser beams at a volume in 
the flow this appears l on a miniaturised scale) fringed. 
Where a particle crosses tile light and dark fringes it Vlill 
emit light pulses at a frequency dependent upon its velocity. 
This is the l)oppler frequency which is detected by a photo-
detector.Rg 3.1 
'l'he system requires that the flow is seeded with particles 
of sufficient size to allow the intensity of the scattered 
Ught to be detected. At the same time they must be light 
. 
enough to represent the instantaneous velocity of the fluid. 
The advantage of using the laser Doppler ancmometer is 
that the measurements are not affected by the changes in density, 
, pressure or temperature of the fluid under consideration and no 
J 
calibration is required. .tioy/ever the velocity readings are not 
taken at one point because of the finite size of the beam. 
'1':1e use of optical methods Vlill normally yield quaUtative 
f!esults which will be a very good complement to any Quantitative 
study. 
:luch methods however, when applied to engine studies suffer 
from either 01' the two following disadvantages. 
1. The observations al'e made through 71indoVls which distort 
the light passing through them. '1'his is due to the fact 
that either the windows are curved to follow the shape 
of the cylinder or that thoir material distorts or 
absor~s certain wavelengths. 
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2. The changes in density of the fluid are not only due to 
the flow but to the motion of the piston as \'/ell. 'l'his· 
makes a comparative cycle analysis very difficult. 
3. Their frequency response can be limited. 
Detector l:ethods 
There is a number of conditions that a detector must fulfil 
so that it can accurately and reliably measure the flow charac-
teristics of a fluid; 
These are; , 
1) The disturbance it causes to the flow must be minimal. 
'thus the detector and its mounting system must be very small 
so that it does not induce large velocity variations in its 
vicinity. 
2} Vrnen measuring turbulence the detector nlust be smaller 
than the dimensions of the micro scales. 
3) It must feature a high frequency response. The sensor-' 
,must be able to respond quickly to sudden changes in the 
flow conditions. This must be matched with high sensitivity 
so that even small variations can be detected. 
4) The instrument must be dynamically stable and fre~ from 
response drift. 
5) A highly desira::le property which only a few instruments 
posses is a good directional sensitivity. r;ormally this can 
be obtained at the cost of increased complexity in the 
data acquisition process. 
'rhe only instrument that meets these requirements witil any 
degree of success is the anemometer. 'l'his can be of one of a 
number of types which are listed below; 
1. The laser Doppler anemometer. 
2. The electric discharge anemometer. 
3. The hot film anemometer. 
4. 'l'he hot wire aneoometer. 
1. i'he principle of operation of ·the laser Doppler 
anemometer has already been oentioned in the previous chapter. 
2. The electric discharge anemometer makes use of the fact 
that air is not a perfect insulator and will allo\7 the flo\v of 
minute currents if an electric field is created between two very 
close electrodes. This feeble current depends on the shape and 
gap of the electrodes, the characteristics of the electric field, 
the nature of the gas, the pressure, temperature. humidity and 
velocity. If all these cha~acteristics, excluding the velocity, 
are kept constant, the characteristics of the discharge between 
the electrodes can be related to the velocity of the flow. 
tlowever, in an engine cylinder the temperature and pressure 
of the gas change with the crankshaft rotation and therefore 
difficulties are likely to arise if this method was used in 
engine studies. 
Nevertceless the electric discharge anemometer is a good 
~ instrument to use in the study of steady state flows. 
The hot vlire and hot film anen;ometers are bused essentially 
on the same principle, the only difference being the size and 
shape of the sen50r. These tV/O r.1ethods will be discussed under 
a co=on heading which refers to hot wire anemometry since 
this was the method used in this study. 
'fhe Hot Wire :cnemometer 
The oper~tion of the hot wire anemometer is based on the 
heat loss fror.1 a very fine heated wire cooled by the surrounding 
fluid. The heat loss rate is proportional to the velocity of 
the fluid. The reduction in temperature causes a reduction of 
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the wire resistance waich in turn is sensed by a feedback 
. 
circuit waich is part 01' the hot wire anemometry system. 
There are t\/o modes of operation of a hot Y/ire anemoneter. 
a) constant current. 
b) constant tel'lper.;;Gure • 
.:::ach of these Nodes uses the wire sensor as an arm of a 
riea"Gstone Bridge.Fig 3·2 
In a constant cl:rrent operation wode the probe is powered 
--) by a constan"c current from a power source \"/i th high internal re-
sistance. _':1.US tile current wl!ich passes through i'c is inde-
pendent of any change in resistance of the probe. However, 
when the resistance of' the probe changes because of the hec1t 
loss, the resulting tridge Unbalance is detected, amplified 
and displayed on the anemometer meter. 
The DC component of the bridge Unbalance voltage is a 
measure of the mean velocity of the flovl. Similarly the Av 
component is a measure of the velocity fluctuations acout the 
mean. 
I10wever the system suffers from a number of disadvantages. 
The inherent thermal inertia of the liire can only be partially 
compensated by electrical circuitry. This can lead to the 
• critical situation v/here in a flow with large velocity fluc-
tuations the wire could be burned because it cannot recover 
to the nominal operating condition. Also the compensating 
network must allow for the thertlal inertia of the wire at 
all tempel'atures. However, since these vary with the ",.ean 
flow velocity it follows "Ghat the network settings must be 
, 
adjusted every time the mean velocity Changes. This is be-
cause the network time constant ~ust equal the wire time con-
stant ut all times. 
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These drawbacks and its inherent 10\'/ frequency response 
I.1a:{es ,the constant current operation unsuitable for studies 
of highly turbulent flol/s. 
'.rhe constant tel1per~ture mode overcomes the disadvantages 
of t~e constant current operation. 
'1'he technique in this case is to maintain the sensor at a 
constant temperature and to detect the current passing through 
it. 'l'L1is is then related to the heat loss and hence the flow 
ve;Locity. As already mentioned the probe is an arm of a 
, 
wheatstone bridge. when the bridGe is in balance there is a 
voltage across its vertical diagonal. When the balance is 
upset by a change in the temperature of the sensor the result 
w111 be a change in its resistance. Following this t:le voltage 
which is generated across the bridge horizontal diagonal is 
amplified by theservo amplifier and supplied to the vertical 
diaGonal. 'l'hus an increase in flow velocity will cause a higher 
rate of heat loss and will lead to a decrease in the wire re-
sistance. The amplifier will increase the bridge voltage thus 
) incI1easing the probe current v/Ll:Lch in turn would heat tile wire 
bringing its resistance bac:r to the initial value. The process 
will revel'se if the flow velocity decreases. 
AlthOugh termed as constant tet1perature or constant resist-
ance anemometer it can be seen that neither of these quantities 
remain rigorously constant.Tne small variations are essential 
" 
for the operation of the system. 
This mode of operation offers a high frequency response 
and is particularly suitable for high speed flows with high 
velocity fluctuations. 
1'he sensor is normally a very fine Vlire suspended betl7een 
tVlO prongs: !iowever, the film probes have a hie;her mechanical 
17 
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stren~th and they tend to ce used in hostile environments but 
the operation is essentially the same. Their frequency response 
, 
is some,'lna t lOrler than that of a hot wire sensor . 
, 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE ANEMOMETRY SYSTEMS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 
L-____________________________________ _ 
Chornc.t":;l'list ic s 
The hot wire. an~mCXT1et~r in uns t~ady flows 
:iot .li:::'3 !2.nCl'::.cr.l0tX'y SYS'ceLiS nave been used for many years 
to inves"Giga"Ge tae c:"ll'acteristics of steady flo\'ls. Recently 
t!1eir cbnracterist'Cs encouraged I::ore and Hore res'eQrca l"lorkers 
to use then in the study of unsteady flows. 
JaLles (6) revid\ls t:le basic operational cn.aracteristics 
01' a hot l"lire anel~or;.eter. rie outlined the importance of the 
clos:d loop feedl:aclr circuitl'Y ,'I:l1ca greatly e~·.hr.nces 
freqUdncy response of t!1e instrument. It is noted t!1at the 
frequency response of a circuit conta ining the hot tliro pl'obe 
in an open loop system is liIlli"Gec1 to about 1000 HZ. The tir.,e 
constant of the probe in t:lis configuration only depends on the 
r;;ngni tude of the tenperature and resistance changes it undergoes. 
iio'vever, by enploying a feedback "(;echnique, the frequency 
response or th3 systet;i can be incr3~sed by a factor of several ,-
hundreds. 
In practical terms "(;he successful operation of "(;~le feedb"ck 
system d0:9"nos on the daLlpin.,; factor of the system. .Lf the gain 
is e:t;;remo:':,- :l1gh a11d the daLlping factor approaches zero, the 
systeu become s unstab le ,1:"1en sub jected to velo c i ':;;' charge s. 
Thus. tlnen r.;casuring high velocities and using high 
lr:plifier sains for high frequency response there is .J. danger 
of ~ tl"dl1sttion- -~, _ unstable oscillatiol1S. '1'0 avoid this 
the an::wtOl.:cter used ( D. I. S. _~. 55001) wns equipped wit:"1 an 
s.djustuble inductor in series l"Ii th tae prob~. ';,'hen properly 
adjusted tli.is ensured that the damping factor of the syster~ 
is set above the threshold value which could make the system 
unstable. 
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During t:n.e elirly s"(;agzs of t:le rlor~ tile dUl'lping fuctor 
. 
settil!g otherllise lmol"ln as the L. and Q. cOLlpensation, 119.S 
set at !ll'lbient conditions for Llaxl,l:U;;J frequency response. 'J.'hls 
'7as done by feeding squure mlVe electrical disturbances into 
the an.plif i~r w:'lich c~usad the wire l'~sistance to var~1. i'he 
aner.10;:;c'cer response was monitored on an oscilloscope und the 
Land :"/,. controls ',vere set so that the output did not feature 
any trace of in..'lerent inst::cili ty. In ambi3nt conditions t:lis 
procedure led to a gain setting of 8. HOilever when introduced 
, 
in tu") engine eylindel' the wires soon broke for no appal'ent 
reason. 'l'his was explained by the fact that in the engine 
cylinder the I"lire is subjected to r.1uch mOl'e severe disturbing 
factors thun in ar"bient conditions. '£his would t1uke the 
circuitry un'ltnble althouGh the respollse was adequate at ar.1-
bient conditions. A now Land Q oOr.1pensatio:1 procedure was 
tried \7here the aup1ifier gain '"IUS set for the maximum frequency 
response naeded I"lnic:l IlaS 6500 EZ • This allowed tne gain to be 
turned down to 4. Following ,this the l'Iire life wae extended 
approciab1y, whion proves that no instability occured when the 
probo. :70.S inserted in t:1.e cylinder.Rg 4,1 
The anemometer vo1t;age ViaS observed to drift during the 
first hour of operGtion. FollOi,ing this the test, runs ;'1ere 
performed only after an initial warm up period of at least one 
hour. 
Hot \','ire Probe. 
~he hot \,ire probe was especially manufactured by 
DISA ELEC7r,:OUr;;: and it can accommodate two wires at an angle of 
900 to each other. uowever only one of these was used durir.g 
th'e tests. 
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The \lire raG."Gdr~al ',IUS a Pt - lO;~ Rh nlloy 'u:lich is 
• i ~ ~ ~ • ~ mpor-catv J. ~c ltOP :JJr..ce it is esse~ti~l to 0ptrete at '1ire 
surroundin~ GU S. formal vlOrk:'ng te:'lpera ture s ~I<.rc in tne 
region of 8350 :,,, 
'£L1d \,ire dis11eter \'laS 10 rill anci its length rlas approxi-
mately 2 l-:IJ. '.i'he len<;th w~s raeJ.sured evary 'oi[ .. e it \hlS re-
ner!ed by usin..:; a cnlibra-ced enlurger.Wi.l0n ~')pl:.::.cing ::: broken 
'.'Iire. the n:)','1 one \"/[\S ulnays \Ielded on so that it \7aS slightly 
slac~c. 7his VII'S done to improve its cndurnnee to l,~ee?J...:nical 
ne", \7ire :1.&d GO be anne(,lcd. This 1"/';'9 necess'lry to avoid 
'the incre~lse in its cold resistnr.ce after every run. To 
ae:liove t_lis Ghe ,lire \-H,S gradually heated up by altering t:1.e 
-Secudes on the front panel of t:1.e [memometer. Tilis procedure 
too~c aeoue 5 l.linutos after w~1ich tne y/ire "InS gradually cexied 
do',m. ;;-ollowinG t':lis no rcsist~nce increase lIaS observed. 
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Oscillations caused by 
bridge unbalance OsciUations caused by inadequa te amplifier bandwi~th 
Oscillations ob tained at 
optimum adjustment 
. FK3 4·1 
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CHAPTER 5 
HOT WIRE PROBE CALIBRATION 
) 
Hot Dire probe c~libration 
Heat balance of hot wire 
:>he calibracion procedures necessary for the successful 
'use of hot '::ire anemoceters are norr:ally qui -';B complex. ~is 
is because a larGe number of factors have to be taken into 
account. 
~Ihen applied to ail' :t'l0\"1 r.:easurel'1ents in engine cyljnders 
the pl'ocess is further complicated by the fact that 1;he gas 
ter.;peraturc and pressure undergo lar3e variations which in-
fluence the response of the hot lIire. Thus nOl'Flal callbration 
procedures I'Ihe1'e a kno\IU air veloci-.;y is related to the aneno-
meter bridge output voltage \70uld give erroneous results. 
Consequently 1;1-1e present work rlas based on an analytical 
heat balance of the hot wire luich takes inte account the 
varis-.;ion of t!1e gas characteristics, rl1til the temperature and 
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pressure. '..:he procedure is larGely based on the r,ork of James ( 6 ) 
'·Ihich pro\ ~d it to be suitable for flow I:!easurements in engine 
combustion C:llU.:ters. 
In arrivin3 at the final cOl'relation Jaces made a number 
of assUrlptions \";hen setting up the heat balance of a wire elc-
I:!~nt dx. It vias assumed that the Hire element losos heat by 
the followinG processes: 
a) by con'/ective heat transfer to the norr-.al air flow lie 
b) by conduction along the wire .Qc 
cJ by radiation to the surroundings Qr 
It Y,'as also assu~ted that: 
a) The radial temperature variation in the wire is s::Iall 
bJ The wire element surface temperature is constant 
cJ The element resis-.;ance and hence its tcr.pcra-.;ure is 
cons1;ant along its length. 
The heat balance would then be: 
Q supplied ::. Qe + Qc + I.lr 
or 
where 
I ::. bridge current 
,'"x ::. TId-d;c - surface area of element 
h = heat com"ection constant 
, 
Tg ::. gas temperature 
7Id2 ( =, --;r- ::. wire crossectional area d-= 0.00001 m) 
~ = therr.ml conductivity of llire material 
at temperature TL 
(j ::. Stefan Eoltzmann constant ::. 
::. 5.693 x 10-8 J/m.segK~ 
E: : surface emissivity of the wire which was evaluated 
by James and found to be 0.1 
'.IS ::. tenpera1;ure of surroundings 
The above equ:l.tion was then intdgrated over the corJplete 
wire ler.t;th and in doing this a number of further aSSUMptions 
had to be nade. James listed these as folloYls: 
1. The average yTire Ope.rating resistance :w ' and 
temperature 'lw, are constant along the 17:l.re length. 
, 
2. The thermal conductivity of the wire material is 
constant along its length. 
3. neat conduction losses to the two prongs occur at 
both ends of the wire and are of equal magnitude. 
~'he heat balance for the entire hot wire is then 
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As = TId·l, 1 .. wire length. 
All " t;h()~l'!al conductivi-~:r of t;.le l/ire material ao -ehe 
te~perature of the prong tip TH • After compiling 
data quotinGAwat various -eemperatures the follo·.ving 
relationship emerGed. 
~ = 3.02xl03+ 4.819 x 1O-3x ('fH. -290) Watts/nPK 
T W = ,'Iire operating tcmperature. 
The above equation has to be related to a ccnvective 
, 
heat transfer relationship to link up t;he two phenor.lena \"I:lic11 
are rela ~ed by a hot wire anerr;ometry syster.1. 
1. :rea t convection- to t;he air stream 
2. COillpens~~ion of t2e heat loss by increasing the voltaGe 
across the wire. 
The correlation that was used, following James' nork was 
an empirical reLltionship found by Collis and ',7illisms (1 ) 
where 'o,le !'usselt number and -ehe ~eynolds nurlber are related. 
'.rnis rulu'oiollS.lip also takes into account the temperature 
,. loading oi' the .-lire as s:lOvm below 
m T. )OJ7 Nu=(a+bRe )(~ 
Tg 
The constants a, b and m depend on the Reyno1ds number 
range and Collis and ~illiams quote the follonins figures 
n 
a 
b 
0.02<Re<'14 
0.45 
0.24 
0.56 
44<Re< 140 
0.51 
0.0 
0.48 
'i'hus from t;he anel:;ometer voltage data for a certain air 
velocity t'le corresponding llusselt number can be estab1islled 
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as follol7s: 
1!u :: hd liS 
Ylhere 
and 
-2 2 
2.41 x 10 (1 ... O.00317t - O.OU00021 t 
= t~e air t~'lermal conductivity at the film tenperature 
t = 'Lf - 273 
.,. 
.Lt :: :: film temperature 
2 
From the relations~1ip that defines t!le nusselt nunber 
h- NUAg 
- d 
T:1is can be replrl.ced in the heat balance of the rlire, 
resulting in 
2 ~: =AsN~Ag{Tw-19)+2AHA~:W +AsE,.~(T~-T;) 
or 
'rhus the r)Usselt number can be isolated 
~-2A AdTw -A E <sfT.4 _-rA) Rw 11 dx S"T \ w 'g Nu=~----~~~------~ ~(Tw-Tg) 
_ Nu: ~~~~~)r 
where 
Going back "GO "Ghe formula quoted by Gollis and ililliams 
N (Tt ) -0.17 
U ('J9~) = a + eRe m 
and ~sing the formula of definition of the Reynolds nUMber 
3e =ru,d . 
f= 
f« 
air density at the film tetlperature 
air dynamic viscosity at t:1e film ter.;perature 
t'he air velocity can be obtained by s"Graightforward 
substiGution. 
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or 1 
[
1 (T. )017 ]m -A. 
U=, bNU\f - ~ J fd (1) 
Heat supplied to the \7ire 
'rhe current passing tnrouGh "Che Vlire w111 create u certain 
aL.ount of heat wilic:~ is ti:len dissipated by convectbn, conduction 
and radiu tion. 'l'flUS 
v,2 Q supp :::.:!:!N... 
Rw 
, 
where 
Vw is the voltage across the wire • 
. iOYleVer Vw is difficult to establish and a r"ore useful 
expression YlOuld be in terms of the curl'ent through the wire 
This current would be the same in the half of the bridge 
which contains the wire 'md Vlould cause the bridge imbilance 
) VOltage. 
'rhus 
Ylhere 
Hence 
I :: 
Ve, = Bridge voltage 
n1 = 50n = resist:mce in bridge arm in series with 
probe ar:n 
nc: total conductor resistance in the leads and probe 
body::: 1.5.n. 
2 
'~ SUp? = I· Rw ::: 
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The op'3rating resistance \/(lS assuJ;1ed 
the difference in temperature betvlGen the 
to vary line3rly with 
wire and ~'"t.. - --.....,::~ v '-- _ ~ 
.. "-.-.- ~-, ~..,. 
""'- - ---
~l:is is nO\l a univ~rs(llly accepted practice. 
S::hus: 
RW = ~. (1+ O(·('l'w - To'}) 
where 
Ro = wire rold resistance 
0( 
= 
temp::rature coefficient 01' resistence for wire 
J;1aterial. , 
To = temperature ilt whlch R", \5 de.termined. 
The manufacturer quotes approximate figures for~, but the 
experience 01' lmny research Ylorkers shows that its value can 
vary greatly from one wire batch to another. For the Pt -lO;~Rh 
wire used for this l'Iori.: this value \'1as found experimentally. 
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J:.valuation of the therr~al coefficient of resistence for t!1e 
Pt - P.h wire 
Test-run 1 
Ro -= 4.84.0. To -= 180 e 
Tw(oC} R~n) 'rw - To R\7 1 Ro"-
20 4.86 2 0.004 
30 4.93 12 0.018 
40 5.02 22 0.037 
\ 50 5.07 32 0 •. 047-
-
60 5.13 42 0.06 
70 5.21 52 0.076 
80 5.27 62 0.088 
90 5.34 72 0.103 
100 5.41 82 0.117 
110 5.48 92 0.132 
120 5.54 102 0.144 
130 5.62 112 0.161 
140 5.7 122 0.177 
/ 150 5.78 132 0.194 
160 5.85 142 0.208 
170 5.92 152 0.223 
180 0.0 162 0.239 
190 6.07 172 0.254 
200 6.16 182 0.272 
Estim~ted ~ = 0.001466. 
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Test run 1:0. 2 
. (oC) . Tw Rw (.n ) Tw - 'Io ~.7 -1 
nO 
30 4.93 8 0.012 
40 4.99 18 0.024 
50 5.07 28 0.041 
60 5.14 38 0.055 
70 5.21 48 0.0698 
80 5.28 58 0.084 
, 
90 5.35 68 0.098 
100 5.42 78 0.113 
110 5.5 88 0.129 
120 5.57 98 0.143 
130 5.63 108 0.156 
140 5.7 118 0.170 
150 5.77 128 0.1848 
160 5.85 138 0.201 
170 5.92 148 0.215 
; 180 6.0 158 0.232 
190 6.08 168 0.248 
200 6.15 178 0.262 
210 6.22 188 0.277 
Fo :: 4.87.Q ; To 
J:stimnted CC = 0.001455 
Temparature neasured on Comar:{ electronic t:lermometcr. 
Resistance measured on anemOlr.et(',r decctdes~ 
'1he probe \IUS heated in an oven fro!.1 the ar.lbient tenpera-
ture up to 2000e cnc. t:'le resistance of the wire was measured' 
• 
-at inter';"ols of 100e. '1i'le "Cest ',/3S then repea"Ced to c,leck "Cae 
figures obtained. By plotting' ~ - 1 against ~'w- '1'0': a straight 
nO ,/
line \"Ias ob"Cained. 'J.'ne slope of this line gave t,'le value of ex 
w:'1ich in this case \las found to be 0.001474Fig 5.1. 
Heat loss through Conduction 
In man:;r CDses the end conduction losse:rlnto the probe prongs 
blve been ignored on the basis that they al'e extrenely' small. /' . 
However, Ylhilethis is certainly true for high air velocities, 
the error due to the end conduction losses at 101"1 uh velocities 
is significant. In the present work 'nhere flow reversals and 10vI 
velo,c ities are often encountered it was considered important to 
allow for these losses, particularly since they 31'e a function 
of velocity. 
'20 evaluate the cnd conduction losses one needs to kno'l the 
tel'1perature gradient in the wire in the vi.cini ty 01' the pl'ongs. 
Provided this is known then: 
Q,c = 2' hH'A ' ~~ 
tClis allo;-;s for the tVIO prongs. 
The determ:l.nation of the "Cempcrature gradient factor CRn 
be done through a complicated iteration process, ilhich ';Ias used 
by Jamss (6). }Iowsver a different rr.et:l0d was used in this \10r!:::, 
\71101'e "Che hea"C loss to the prongs is measured and related to "Che 
tet1pera 'Cure gradient in tl1e ~J ire. 
, ro achieve this, the probe equipped with a thermocouple 
on one 01' the prongs was introduced into a vacuum sea13d flas'" 
and the air Vias evacuated. '.rhus t~'le probe functioned in an 
envil'onmen"G 01' high vacuun. Fig 5.2,5.4 
Assuming that the r:ldia cion fror,l the wire is negligible 
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and that convection does not exist if there is no fluid then 
the bridge unbal&nce would only be caused by 1:he heat ~oss into 
. 
·the probe pron;Ss. DurinG the test run the overheat ratio of 
the probe in1:roduced in vaCUULl via s varied froJ:l 1 to 1.9 and 
the bridge '-oltage and prong temperatures were recorded. ln 
the end a correlation \1[lS dra''In bet\veen the heat supplied to 
the wire, equal to 1:he heat lost through the prongs, and the 
temperature difference bet'1een the .-lire and the prongs. 
During the engine tests the prong teLlperature was 'S:'ecorded 
so that the heat loss through conduc1:ion at any point in the 
engine cycle could be evaluated. 
The calibration in vacuum was repeated \lith two different 
wires and the results 'f}ere found to be within 5% of each other. 
A third order polynomial ViaS fitted to the data rela1:ing the 
heat loss to the temperature difference betvleen the \1ire and the 
prong. Tnis was .found to be: (Fig 53) 
-2 -5 -7 2 -10 )3 Oc= 0.14264·10+ O·32763·10·lIT+0-7251·10 (IlTl+os107S:() ·(IlT 
17here 
Heat loss tnrough radiation 
Normally the radiation losses are small enough to be 
negligible but since 1:he velocities measured 'vere expected to 
be fairly lo'·} it '"/as decided to allow for them. Again the 
evaluation of the r~diation losses is based entirely on the 
wor~ of James (6). He underlines that the only type of 
radiation '.lorth t:lking into account is the rad1a1:ion loss be-
tween the hot wire and the surrounding solid surfaces. Also 
in his work it was estimated that the value for tile emissivity 
of the \lire ma1:erial - is on average equal to 0.1. 
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l:easU:r'er!ent of end conduction los s~s. - Run 1. 
~o :: 20.50 C Ro :: 5.33Q. 
Rw (0 ) Bridge Voltllse (V) l'rong 'l'er.lpera 'Cure (oC) 
5.33 0.288 24.2 
5.5 0.488 24.3 
5.7 0.b42 24:8 
5.9 0.798 25.0 
6.1 0.900 25.2 ' 
6.5 1.034 25.9 
0.5 1.136 26.0 
" 
6.7 1.201 26.3 
6.9 1.298 26.8 
7.1 1.396 27.0 
7.3 1.467 27.5 
7.5 1.536 28.0 
7.7 1.596 28.2 
) 7.9 1.66U 28.8 
8.1 1.730 29.1 
8.3 1.794 29.6 
8.5 1.864 30.0 
8.7 1.898 30.3 
8.9 1.996 31.0 
9.1 2.034 31.3 
9.3 2.098 31.7 
9.5 2.162 32.1 
9.7 2.197 32.6 
9.9 2.266 33.0 
10.1 2.299 33.5 
10.3 2.368 34.0 
10.5 2.409 34.5 
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l.:easurercent of end conduction 10ssos Run 2. 
To = 25.0
oC Ro = 4.8.0. 
Rn ((2) Eridge Volo;age (V) Prong Terr .. pcra1;ure (oC) 
4.805: 0.234 24.05 
4.975 0.464 24.2 
5.175 0.684 24.4 
5.375 0.862 24.6 
5.575 0.983 24.75,' 
5.775 1.098 25.10 
5.975 1.237 25.35 
6.175 1.340 25.64 
6.375 1.432 26.96 
6.575 1.532 26.26 
6.775 1.598 27.b7 
6.975 1.688 27.07 
7.175 1.764 27.50 
7.375 1.835 27.95 
-\ 
, 
7.57G 1.898 28.35 
7.775 1.974. 28.75 
7.975 2.063 29.15 
8.175 2.132 29.53 
8.375 2.188 29.92 
8.575 2.264 30.30 
8.775 2.3 30.70 
8.975 2.345 31.15 
j 
Thus the he;;t loss through radia"Gion ... 1111 be 
= ) 
i~uss01"G - Reynolds nULlber correlations. 
The relations:'lip published by ColIis and ':Iilliams 
, (1 ) 0.17 
Nu = (u + bRem ) • t 
\las first used in the forn shonn above but the calibration 
results vlere found to be rather poor, 11ith the estimated velo-
cities being approxi~ately 30% in excess of the real velocities. 
It was also noted that a number of research ';/crkcrs cri-
ticisod the above relationship on the grounds that it VIIlS 
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arrived at by using wires wita a very high aspect ratio., ranging 
fron 2000 to 8600 I1hich \"/ould minimise the end conduction lossos. 
~j:he \7ires used in the present \'Iork had aspect ratios of about 200. 
Thus it was decided to :::,un an iteration procedure where a 
best fit could be found to a set of calibration results. This is 
a procedure 5!.milar to "Ghat quoted by Lancaster (27) and it was 
a!,)plied to two arrays containing the Nu (~g )_0.17 and Re m 
terms respectively. The results vlere the appropriate constants 
a and b. 
Initially m was set up at 0.4 ana a first order polynoLlial , 
1'/aS fitted to the data, using a least squares routine. Conse-
quently the coefficients a hnd b were calculated and the 
correspondinG velocities ','/Ould result fror,1 the formula (1). 
These vlere conpared with the real velocities and the error was 
evaluated in the process. Following this m was increnented by 
0.01 and the procedure l'las repeateC. It was thus possible to 
choose a conbination of coefficients VI:1ich gave a ninimum error. 
Incidentally, these coefficients l'lere found to vary in a rather 
n;:lrrOvl ~ange but certain combinations could lead to large errOl'S. 
Once a., b andm Here found the calibration process was conpletod. 
Experi~ental calibration procedure. 
Tae actual calibr~tion technique ~as co insert tao probe 
into a calibration ~ind tunnel and to record the air velocities 
f.nd tae bric.;;e voltages. The calibration tunnol ',Ias in fact a 
';enturi tube 11ith a throat diameter of I inch. T:le air velocity 
in t:1e ~casurinG section \'IUS given by: (Fig 5.5) 
u::v'Y!rRfo[ 1-(1- ~)IfiJ 
where 
T = 1.4 
H = ga s const:mt 
To ::. a.mbient tel:tpera ture 
Po :: ambient pressure 
f:,.p = pressure drop in the vcntuti throat. 
The pressure drop in the throat of the tunnel 1,"IaS measured 
using a Furness Micro ::::anOl;leter vlhich is able to measure extrenely 
-
low pressure drops (O.l mm 17ater). This provided for accurate 
calibrativ'1 at extre •• ely low air velocities ,Inich did not 
require the use of special eqUipment built just for that purpose. 
Having overcone the problens of the correlation between the 
experimental calibration and the theoretical one and having 
found the appropriste calibration constants one more factor 
re!.:ained unaccounted for, The calibration \,Ias perfor",ed at 
ambient pressures and tempera"t:ures but there was no guarantee 
3B 
that this would hold at the temperatures and pressures encountered 
in the cylinder. However a survey of' the literature sh0\1ed that 
experirlents p;;rforrr.ed in h~gh ter.pcrature and/or hIgh pressul'e 
rigs proved that the values of the calibration constants are 
not affected by these changes provided that the calibration 
, 
embraced a wide range of the Nu - Re numbel's. One way of doing 
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this v/ould be to build a rig \Iit~ a measuring section that; can 
allor/.a temperature and/or pressure increase. The air velocities 
~,nd bridge voltagGs lIould be nO'Ged and included in the ca libra-
tion iteru];ion alongside with the ambient data. 
Another met:lod \'/ould be to calibrate the wire at a nurc.ber 
of o'lerC:"leat rlltios varying the sensor tempersture as suggested 
by Lancaster (27). :;:his \70uld lead to an incrense in the range 
of l"u - Ee nur.lbers that are included in the calibrlltion data.Fig5.5 
Calibration runs \lere performed at overheat ratios ranging 
, 
from 1.5 to 1.95 and the datll v/as prepared for iteration. 'Inis 
procedure was follol7ed evel'Y time a wire \las calibrated although,' 
it ,JaS found that generally the data from callbration runs o.t 
different overheat ratios on the same wire tend to overlap. 'rhis 
1s in agreel'lent l'lith the conclusions of other research workers 
who found that no correction of the ambient conditions calibra-
tion runs is necessary to cater for t;he incrensed temperature 
and pressure t/ithin the cyl:irder, provided the calibration 1s 
based on a heat bo.lance of the wire. 
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FIG 5.4 HOT WIRE PROBE 
FIG 5.5 HOT WIRE PROBE CALIBRATION RIG 
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CHAPTER 6 
ENGINE RIG AND INSTRUMENTATIon 
\ 
; 
/ 
3ngine lUg and Instrumentation 
Engine· 
The 1;eS1;S described in 1;,li8 report "Iere perforr.led on a 
retter sinsle cylinder engine suitably converted frol;} diesel 
to spark ignition configuration. ?nis involved tae reduction 
of. the co~pression ratio and ~he blanking off of the oritice 
ot the precombustion chartber in the cylinder head that tais 
engine teatures.Flg 5.1 
'rhe top ot the piston was raised so that it was level with 
, 
the top surface ot the engine bloc;{. Thc combustion chamber 
vias cituated in a place sandvliched between the block and tile 
C711 "inder head. Fig 6.3 16!. 
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llinc combus1;ion chamber confisurations lIere investigated 
ranging tror.1 zero squish which was essentially a pancake type(Rg EiS) 
chartber to 20;; squish (5,;, 10;;, 15%, 20%). For every squish 
percentage the squish area vias 10ca1;ed in t;ro alternative positions 
1; all in one place on one side of );;le combustion 
chamber Ag 6.7. 
2) equally divided betl7een tHO adjoining quadrants 
of the combustion chamber torr.1ing a V shape.Fig fi6 
'TIle thickness ot the squish plates varied with the degree ot 
squish so that the cOMpression ratio could be kept constant. 
Cylin,l,o'r head go.slwts were used on botil sides of the squish 
plates. 'r;'lCir t,:ickness W"'S taken into account Ilhen calculating 
the volume of 1;;le cOr.1bustion charr,ber. 
, 
) 
'l'he engine specification ViaS: 
t~ore 80.112 = 
Stroke 110.0 mm 
Cubic capacity 555 cc. 
ConnectinG rod length 232 mm. 
Compression ratio &5;1 
1.V.A. 4.50 B'I'DC 
1.V.C. 35.50 ;'BDC 
" 
E.V.O. 35.50 15BDC 
~. -.i. C. 4.50 _.'~DC 
;.:axir.lu!'1 reco=ended speed 2000 rpm. 
The combustion chamber heights './ere as follows: 
0'''-
" 
squish 13.12 mm. 
5% 11 13.81 rmn. 
101- 14.58 =. 
15;; 15.44 mm. 
20~~ 16.40 mm. 
l'oe engine \"Ias fitted with a new 101"1 clearance set of rings 
before testinG commenced. Consequently it was run in (by 
motoring it) after \,/<1ich it was dismantled and the piston, 
piston rings and liners liere scrupulously cleaned. 'rile oil I"/as 
then flushed out; so that the tests were perforr.led on a dry 
engine. This was so that no oil contamination of the probe 
would occur. 
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/ 
out of all the auxiliary sys~ems, the fuel, cooling and 
exhaust systerr..s ·.Iere removed and only the oil pump with its 
feed to the cra.nkshaft and car.:shnft journals was kept. 'ihis 
was necess'lry in order to provide for easy cylinder head reMoval 
which had to be performed every tine a new squish plate was 
tested. 
~he intake manifold consisted ofa short length of pipe 
with a micronic filter at the end. 
'rhe intake f:lter, tosether wita the dry runnin(i of the 
engine and disconnection of t:!e oil feeds to the rocker shaft 
was a probe protection Measure rmicl1. proved I"Ie1l wor"t::mhile. 
:l'he eDgine Ylas motored by a variable speed 10 EP. dc. 
electric motor powered by a \'la1'd Leonard generating set. 
Probe '.rraverse 
·.rhe probe traverse Ylas mounted on one side of eacil squish 
plate.Fig 6.8. 
Since the cylinder head removal \Ias made eXl;rer..ely eas:', 
the desi6n of the traverse did not incorporate an advance 
l'!echanisn. Instead, all the attention Has concentrated on the 
seali115 01' tile probe at l;he combustion chamber wall. 
",':'len rumling 0. tost t;1e probe \7aS inserted and positioned 
, 
in the combustion char,ber wit:! the cylinder head rerr..oved and 
thoro t:1.is was placed in position. ;{nen a caange in probe posi-
tion 1,o.s required the cylinder head was rer.loved. This proved 
to be sirr..ple and C011venient avoiding complicated probe ad-
vancc syster:s. 
'Ihe design used onabled the probe to be located at any 
point alon(i the axis of the cOL'lbustion chamber while it could be 
rotated about its own axis. 
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The probe loc':tion wi tu the cylinder head removed has the 
. 
added bonus of providing for the accurate radial and directional 
. 
10c3 tion of' t!le probe .Fig 6-9 
Signal ~ecording. 
'l'he si;11uls were recorded on a ::;amagamo 35()0, llS track, 
F ],: t:\pe recorder. :':"ho recording speed was 60 ips with four chan-
nels beinG used at 'anyone time.Rg6jO,62 
1. 'i'op dead centre narker 
2. Crank Angle marker. , 
3. Anemometer output signal. 
4. Pr~ssure Signal. 
'l'ne anemor.,eter and pressure signals hnd to be attenuated 
by a factor of 8 and 3 respectively in order, to be accommodated 
17ithin the input voltage band required by the tape recorder(1.5V) 
Pl'essure t:easul'ement 
~'he cylinder pressureo wore me9.sured usint; a Southern 
Instruments 'rype 0301 inductance type preosure transducer. 
This ;vas used in conjunction w1th "Ghe Southern .!.nstrument;s 
E7A F l,i system. 'ihe p:ressure c::lan;:;~s were used by the syst;em 
to vary the inductance of t;he transducer. ~his. in turn con-
troIs 9.n oscillator and its frequency \'/:ill chaI]-ge accordint;ly. 
1he oscillator is coupl~d to an ar:.plifior whose output is 
proportional to the oscillator frequency. Thus the output; 
voltage is proportional to the pressure applied to ohe trans-
ducer .Rg 6.11 
'xho calibration of t;::.e transducer was performed using high 
pressure nitrogen from a gas bottle. The line pressure was 
t.B 
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monitored on a Barnet test gauge and the output voltage 1/3S 
read off a digital voltr.::eter. As a chec~ t:he calibr!1tion II<1S . 
. repeated and t:1e second set of re"din2,s matcaed closoly trlo 
first 3S shown in the table.Fig 5.12 
~he pre'J Du::'e trannclucor 1'13 s pla ced wh~re the pr.o char:.ber 
orifice vas originally located. 
As all'endy mentioned the output had to be attmuated 
a factor of :3 to match the volta<1,0 bandwidth of t:'le tape recorder. 
Ga s 'i'er::pel"u tu:-e If~ea sure!!'!ent 
The measurement of tne gas ter'lperature in engine cylinders 
poses a requirement \/hich is difficult to meet by any sort of 
tet1pera ture mea surinG instrument. 
The gas temperature varies fast and wit:lin a lIide range. 
'l'his leads to the requirement for an inetrur.:ient ,~ith a very 
snall time constant and Qn extrenely low thern:al mass. A 
number of systens have been t:ried. 
A chromel alumel junction has been manufactured from a 
0.0076 in diameter t:lermocouple wire but this proved to be far 
) too slo\:1 in response to be of any use. i'Text a ~LH fast response 
thermocouple 'Ias tried. This \Ias made of the same material but 
the diameter of the boad "Ias only 0.001 in. While the response 
of this Vias considerably faster it still did not follow success-
fully the ten:p"rature chanGes in the cylinder. 
Fext the standard hot wire probe was used in conjunction 
with the anemometer operatir.g in constant current mode. 3ssen-
tially this was a resistance thermomiter \,I~ich proved to have 
an extre:rrely fast response and cculd easily fol10\'/ the temp.::ra-
tur chan.:;es of the gas. 
The constant current mode was chosen since it is suitable 
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~ressure transducer calibration~data. 
pressure (p.s.i.) 0utputvolts run 1. Gu"(;put "ol"(;s run 2 
0 0.02 0.01 
20 0.356 0.385 
40 0.836 0.835, 
~. 
eo 1.29 1.23 
80 1.725 1.72 
100 2.164 2.18 
120 2.0 2.153 
140 3.04 3.07 
100 3.5 3.50 
180 3.94 4.0 
200 4.37 4.37 
220 4.83 4.85 
) 240 5.31 5.28 
260 5.73 5.76 
280 6.20 6.22 
300 6.60 6.7 
for the l"Iide band of terllperature varia];ions 'Gnat occur in ];hc 
case under study. .7'lile the constant temperature operation 
.' pfiers a h~gher frequency response it is only suitable for 
sIr;all ter.1perature changes. 
Tlle only calibrut;ion involved is concerned with the deter-
mination of the temperature coefficient of resistance and which 
is covered in chnpter 5 of t:-:is report. 
:o;ome errors might occur 'anen the air velocit;ies are very 
10vI b'Jt the se become negligible as the air velocity increases. 
, 
One import;ant factor is Gile probe current ".Ihich 1:us to be 1017 
enough not to heat the wire to any significant de;;ree. Such 
self heating effects "ould result in air velocity induced re-
sistance changes being superimposed on the temperature induced 
resistance changes, thus leading to erroneous measurements. ~o 
avoid this t;he current wa:) kept low and in fact two runs .. ere 
performed using different probe currents. Une run was perforr:ed 
using the probe current recommended by t;,le Ir.anufacturer (DISA). 
This was 3.5 rni'l.. A second run was then carried out using a probe 
currcn<; of 1.5 mA.Both these gave siT1ilar result;s. 
Although the probe cannot fo110'.1 the, ter.1perature changes on 
the advanced stages of the compression stroke, its perforr::ance 
during the intake stroke ,;as considered adequate. This e!labled 
a readi!'.g of the t;empers];ure at IVC to be tsi!:en from l'lllich the 
gas temperatures Here calculated using <;ne polytropic law (see 
appendix 1 ) Fig 6.13 
As the aneI:!or.:eter output; varied betweenl-lOV this had to be 
attenuated by s factor of 8 in the sar.:e fashion as the air 
veloci ty meusurer.:ents. 
~he pressure and temperature data are used to estimate 
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ot~el' gas properties as ':lell. 
I'he air dynamic Yiscosity and the air conductivity Vlere 
evaluated by'James and l'Iere found to be given by: 
f= (043868 + 5-13195y-1-310651'- (}668597y~0922798y4-
-G342237/+G042674/)-105 Ns/m2 
where 
0.001 TF 
and -2 -5 -8 2.,n x 10 +·7. 6397xlO TF' - 5.05lxlO 
2 
T f" 
Ilote that all the gas properties are evaluated at the film 
temperature. 
Prong 7emperature. 
:i'he prong tenpera-cures had to be measured so that the 
end conduction losses could be calculated • 
. \ chromel alumel thermocouple was attached to one of the 
probe prongs being separated from the metal by a very small 
blob of araldite. 'fhis proved successful and the prong tel:lpera-
turcs ryere recorded duI' ins the calibration runs and durins the 
actual experimental runs. Lt was found that there was practi-
cally no change in the tenperature readings from run to run, 
during -che engine tests so the prone; tenperatures \"Iere not 
recorded in the later stages of tilis work. 
The therr.locouple output vol-cage was amplified using a 
thernocouple amplifier. '1'he gain of this \"Ins set during the 
calibration runs at 10 mV/degree. Thus oOC corresponded to OV 
and 100°C to 17. ~he thercocouple \"1a~ calibrated in an oven 
\"lhic11 had a precision glass and mercury ther::Jome-cer. The 
amplifier outputs were mo.nitored on a digital voltmeter • 
... 
It was found that th(? prong temperatur(?s vary only slightly 
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due, no Coubl:;, to the relatively hiGh thermal nass of t!:le probe 
~op Dedd Centre ar:d Crar:E. ,.nGle l,:arkel's 
Since the analysis of the ar.etlOmeter output \'/as going to 
, be based on the average of the air velocities of a large number 
of cycles it was necessary to add the velocities at exactly the 
same points every cycle. ,Uso since quantities such as the 
turbulence scales require readinGs taken at small tioe intervals 
apart it was necessary to taxe a large number of readin.e;s every 
cycle. 
Tilis, in practice, !'leant that readings of the anemometer 
output "oltaGe had to be taken at every degree of crank rotation 
and that these were accurately located withfn the engine cycle. 
To aC~lieve t:-lis, a large diameter disc with 360 slots 
around its circuI:J.ference :lad to be manufactured and bolted on to 
the engine fl;'TVlheel.Rg 5.14. 
A saddle type r;10unting vias manufactured to house the actual 
pick ups. Irhese i!'!vol"'Jed a light source on one side of the 
1 slotted disc and a phototransistor on the other side. 
;/henever the light fell on the phototransistor this llould 
give an elec"ric pulse which was then amplified and shaped by a 
separate circuit. T~le final result was a sharp, clean signal of 
lV ampl itude for every degree of crank rotation \'Ihicn 'IIas re-
corded synchronously "Iith the anemometer output. 
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A similar teclmique was used to record the position of the 
top dead centre. A small disc with only one slot in it \'IUS (Fig 5,15) 
attached to the end of the camshaft and positioned so that the 
pqlse it gave coincided with the top dead centre of the inta~e 
stroke. An identical channel to the one already described, of 
') 
electronic circuitry served tc.is pUrpose. :r~is ;;ave a signal 
~~ -~n~ ~c~i~n<n- or" q"" v....... ... 0 J,.~ .L. 0 every cycle \7hich again wo s recorded syn-, 
, chronously ',11th the crank angle Insrker ar:d t;1C anemometer output 
voltage. 
Engine 3peed :. easurement 
'i'his system relied on tile circuitry developed for the 
mar:cers described above. It consisted of an identical photo-
electric pick up wr:lich \'Ias triggered by 60 holes drilled con-
cer.trically \'11 t,1 the 1 °ulots, at equal intervals around the 
, 
disc. The resulting pulses \'Iere fed into a frequency counter 
which gave a direct reading or the engine speed. 
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FIG 6.1 EXPERIMENTAL RIG 
FIG 6.2 INSTRUMENTATION 
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FIG 6.3 CYLIND ER HEAD 
FIG 6.4 SdUISH COMBUS TION CHAMBER 
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FIG 6.5 OAT UM COMBUS TION CHAMBER 
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CHAPTER 7 
DATA ACOUISITION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM 
• 
Data acqui31tlon system. 
The motion of toe air inside the comb,)qtion chamber of a~ 
engine is not a steady state p:1enomenon. '~'he piston and valve 
positions alter all the time and tnis makes every point in the 
cycle a SinGular en~ity. Apart from ohis the engine cycles 
differ considerably from each other. 
'l'his situation leads to the requirement that t~e data 
acquisition s:'stem must be s:-ncoronous vJith the piston motion. 
In practical terns this means that it mus't be ensured that the 
, 
anemometer output readings are taken at precisely ohe same 
points in every cycle im estigated. riithout this any comparison 
between cycles or any aV6l'aging 01' results .,ould lead to doub'Cfu1 
results. 
'rae experinental rig was equipped \'Ii th a set of mar;;:ers, 
one for the angle of crank rotation giving 360 equally spaced 
pulses per revolution', and' one for the top dead centre position 
that oave a pulse at 'rDC of the intal{e stroke. These pulses 
were recorded Simultaneously with the anemometer output signal 
,f and enablod the accurate location of ever;; event durinG the 
engine cycle. 'rile actual analysis 01' ~he recorded voltages was 
pe,rformed in tlW steps, each time using a digital computer. 
In analogue form the recorded Signal is difficult to analyse 
so it was desirable to digitise it. However the digitising rate 
had to be controlled to keep t~le synchronisation of the signal 
wi th the crar.l: rotation. 
'l'his led to the use of a newlett Packard 2600 Digital 
computer(Fouri'lr ;.nalyser equippod Vii th the llewlett Packard 
5451£\ Analoe;ue to lJigi tal t:onverter and two newlett t'ackard 
, 
magnetic tape units.Fig 7.1 
t:ormally the data is read in by the ADC at a rate set by 
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, 
j 
t~e User. ~he data is then s~ored on the Magnetic tape in 
blocks that C!ln be of various sizes, again set by the user • 
.\"01' this vlOr].:: a block size of 512 II.1S USed ',I"ich n"::1n~ t.'1!lt 
e\'erY,bloc:c con~uil1ed the data tak"n from 512 readings. 'ihe 
ciiptlsing process is in1tiuted by a trigger 'unicD. sets tile 
beg1nnin;; of every bloe:{ of d!lta. 
'rho ADC Vl{ .. ic:i was used foutured an ex:';:j.rna~ triBger facility 
on boc:"l the bloc1:0 of duta converted and t:le digi'cising ra~o. 
Thus the top dead centr<: signal was fed into "Ghe duta '~l.vc:'_ , 
.;rig80r 'Go ensure t:"lat the cia'ca \'Ias read in startin3 at TDC 
o 
in',;uke. .~~condly the crun:{ angle m~trker (I cpaced) signals 
I'lere fed into "Ghe external clock t,'1at con'crolled the diGitising 
rate so t?lat it Ga"e one reading at precisely every degree of 
rotation. 
T~lis meant thut after the dibi tising process, the data 
\I(IS s'cor3d on r;w.gnetic tape in ind,ividual 'clocks, each containing 
the pal't of one en.;ine cycle strztchin5 frOM 00 -512° • .:'.very 
nu:nber in "Ghe data block corresponcied to a precise position in 
the cycle (e.g. the 60~h point corresponds to the output at 600 
after ~DC intake). 
1"01' every probe location or ensine speed examined luO engine 
cycles were read in and stored. 
After diGitising the data this hod ~o be processed to lead 
to oil' velocities, turbulence intensities, scales,etc, liow-
ever the ane;;,o;;'l'Jter output does not vary linearly \~ith t:1e air 
velocity so a straisht forward average of the da~a blocxs ob-
tained V/US not a suitatle proposition. On the o~hel' ;land the 
cOIr-puter used for the digitising j!l'ocess can only handle a 
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limit3u nunber of arithrr;etic opera'~ions and raising nUI.!bers 
to a real power is not one of these. It \~as therefore necessary 
to transfer che data to alar-gel' di1;i tal cO);lputer v/~ic:l could 
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r.:eet 1;:10S0 requi7'er.1ents. 1',lis ',/as the ICL 1904.5 of 'C:le Univorsi"GY 
Computilr centre. l{o~'iever .;he Illac:line codes \/ere not identical 
no t.le original tape had to be "translated" from Hew1ett Packard 
code into lCL code. This process yieldild a tape containing 
exactly the same inforr::ation which Vlould be read in by the tape 
_, units associated \/ith "Ghe lCL 19045 co;::upter. 
Processing of data 
'.rhe data tape in ICL code was read into the computer so 
the air velocities \"lere calaulated (accor ~in6 to the calibration) 
at every point i in Ghe cycle under investigation. This process 
involved t:le reading in of 512 anemo:n~ter output volta<;es c:>rr 
engine cycle (the exhaust stroke was excluded), the calculation 
of the corresponding air velocities and the storage of the 
results on a temporary data file. This process was repeated 
~. for a number of 100 engine cycles and "Ghe result '-/as an equiva-
t 
lent copy of "Ghe data tape containing air velocities (rather 
than ane);lometer output vol"Gages). 
1"ollolling t:lis the file was rewound and the first 512 
instantaneous velocities U were read in. Consequently the 
second block of 512 velocities Ilere l'ead in ,md the valUils it 
contained were adJed to the corresponding values of t:'1e block 
previously read in. 'l'he procedure was repeated 100 times and 
t...fle resulting blocl, \'/RS divided by 100 value by value to yield 
the average air vel0!tty. U at every point i in the cycle. 
u(i);: L lJ(1) 
n=1 N 
where Xl is the total nUl::lber ot cycles averaged. 
'l':~e next St3P '.70.3 t:1C calcu13~ion of th3 turbulence 
inteneity values and for this the file containing the instan-. 
. taneous velocity values ,vus rewound 
block. by b10c~. 1:1e air ve10ei ty i'luctua tion about the :l'l,!ra(;e 
was calcu1:;ted by using the follor/inS formula. 
~hese instantaneous variations of the air velocity uere 
calculated at every point of every cycle under investi~ation. 
These f1uct,]J.';:!<"ps l/e1'e averaged paint by point correspondingly 
GO yield the turbulence intensity. 
U{j)=[U~) 
0=1 
ratio of the turbulence intensity to the average 'l'he 
velocity \7:lS calculated to find "Che relative turbulence 
intensity. 
'R(' u(i) 1)--
- U(i) 
~he next step in ohe procedure \/as to calculate t:10 
'\ turtulence r.,acro scales. '1'0 make tolis possible the aU'!:o-
correlation coefficient had to be estallished for every point 
in the cycle under invesGigation. The non stationary auto-
carralation coefficient was defined as follows: 
N 
. 1 \" uli)' u(I) 
R1(1)="N L u(j)·u{l) 
n=1 
where (i) is the angle at 1/11ich 1:he uutocorrelation is evaluatad 
and (I) is the angle about W1lic:1 it is calculated. Having found 
the value of the autocorre1ation coefficient, 1:he values of the 
turbulence scales can be then calculated. 'l'he time mac!!o sca10 
of turbulence is given by 
T{i) = ~ (.0 R/i) d i 
. JI -1 
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vlhere .1 is t:1.e engine speed in ro.d/s and i-I is the maximur.! 
l(!.g, angle involved in the calcul9.tion of RI (i). 'rhe length. 
'macro scales resW!; ~hen simply by .:.ultiplyinG the tiBe mucro 
scale.s by their corresponding air mean velocity 
L(i) = T(j)' U(i) 
~he calculation of t~e autocorrelaGion coefficient and 
time scales can take a larGe amount of conputer time if the 
calculac;jons involved take place at every degree of crank 
. , 
rotation or if tile maxil'lUTl lng: angle is toe large. 
1"!ence a compromi.se had to be struck here betl'leen accuracy 
ar-d efficiency. Reasonably good resuli;s vlere obtained by 
evaluating the autocorrelation coefficient at every 15 degrees 
of rotation l'lith a maximum lQ9 an.:;le of 40°. 
1'0 achieve this the computer program read the file con-
taining the instantaneous velocities in and for every engine 
cycle it evalu~ted the velocity fluctuations about the mean nt 
the relevant points. ,\ numerical integration t"IaS then ca::-ried 
, out to find Ghe time scales at every 15 degrees for everyone j 
of the 100 cycles involved. 'rhe Inacto scales corresponding to 
the SHme points in the cycle \",ere Ghen averaged GO obtain the 
averase eime ."acro scales. '~ai's Ilas then followed by the 
evaluation of tile length scales \i:lic:l was a straigat for,lard 
point by point Multiplication of the time scales by the corr3-
sponding mean uir velocities. 
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CHAPTER 8 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
~~sults ~nd ~iScu8sion 
Gas veloci ties 
~l.'he Llcan air velocity Ylns observed to increase v/itn the 
engine sp~ed at all th~ probc positions in the conbustion 
ch'mber mQ ,tit'l all tl'w C:1.1I1ber configurations. 'l';lis proves 
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that there is a velocity component robted to tho piston Spo'Jo.Rg 8.1 
The profile of tho inta'{e jet is dependent on the position 
in the combus-cion c:.l.anber. lT~z.t to the squisl.1. c.re:.1 onc finds 
high air veloci'uies ur.til the piston r-:aches EDC. In this area 
strong .md long b,stingjJts of air are do;:;ec;:;ed. On t'~o opposite 
side of "G,le combustion cha.mb0r the p0ak air velocities ""'0 as 
found nt t:1.e extl'cr.li"GieS of "Ghe cnnruber. This proves that the 
intul{Q ir:li~,·ts a m'lh-ling lao"Gion -';0 the air. 'J:hc ch::rgc is 
diroctod, at the squish side of the eOIl.:oustion c:1:\:r.bcr on a path 
\'1:1.ich follo,ls, un inasinary .:;xtension of tne inlet tract. It 
then turns to follow "Ghe cylinder wall nnd sets the nil' in u 
rO"G.:ttion':ll motion about t:1e axis of the cylinder. Tilis fact 
is pro'lod by the loy' velocities found in Ghe centre of the 
co;,sustion e;lMn'ocr.Rg &2 
. :;:';le influence of squish ut 101'1 engine speeds is quite 
m!lrked. .~it~'l s;;'3.1l squish ar()ss (up "GO l5;~ in 2 areas) the 
effect is high. ',:_,-:,: eor.:bus"l.ior.. char.:bcrs fep];ure .1 r0gion of high 
activity at the edge ;:O\l\3vel", incre~ sing t.le ar.lount of squish 
~:;;s t~'} effec"G of inercnsing the 11can ail' velocitJ.es in the 
centre of the cO!'lbustion char::'.:;er. 'lhese .. re then conp::;ra'ole \"Iith 
tho ~ir voloeJties found at the extremities of the ch:::nbcr. 
Squish a::'<l.l.S biggel' than lOJ; in one aren create a local increc,se 
, 
in Hir velocity in tileir vic.inity but do not affcct the rest of 
, 
t~e cn~~ber. ~t 750 rpm tho only region affected by cho squish 
velocitos is the centre of t~e co;nbustion chtl.l;:.ber .J.nd ta.e 
region situntcd opposite ];he squish area. 
As t!.le speed of t~e engine incre .. ses t:1eSG tran:Jitions occur 
when srr.a.ll.::r al'lounts of squish are presen-c. At lOCO rpT.1 t~1e 
region of relu"ive scagnation in tho centre of tae conbus"Cion 
chal:1ber disappenrs ~fttlr .:ldding 15;~ squish in t"IO areas. At 
1500 rpl:1 tl'lc C~'l2rge motion is practically uniform after adding 
205; squish in t'.?O areas. Large squish areas ar,~ of :J.ny conse-
quence only ::I.t 10vI engine speeds (750 l'pm) .Fig 803-8.8 ' 
As alrc'\dy nentionad in -che centre' of the combustion chanber 
the vclocitit;s are initially lo·.~ but theJ' increase rapidly when 
largo squish artlas are presert. 
In the region next to tho squish urea the air veloc"lties 
are relatively high but do not vary as much'lite the :mount of 
squish ,~t 2ny engine speed. 
The situntion is different at the opposite side of tne 
combustion C:1£tl'lber. 'rhe :air velocities incro:J.se initially :and 
t:1en rlecre9.sc suddenly to val'Y 10YI values. '£he velocities 
incre".se y<:Jt again wit:, incl'easing £tl~ounts of squish. This is 
t;10ught to be due -co the interaction between the intake induced 
s'lliirl ;:;nd the squis!). veloeioy. ':Ti th 10\7 squish :J.re'1S the 
charge :'l'lS a body swirl mo-cion carrying Ylith it the squish 
velocity COl'lpOncmts. E-rO\lover \Iith incl'c:J.sing s'1uish t!lis body 
r.1ot10n is bl'o:O:en up and thc resultano velocity is seen to drop 
significnnoly. Incl'cD.sing 1;he squisa art).s even fur];:'ler -che 
. squish l~otion becomes dOLlin:.mt but the velocities arc alvlflys 
loner t21an those imparted by the body swirl motion.The effect 
is to create a more uniform velocity dis tribution. 
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) 
· It is 1,·ort:1. rlcntionitld t~ it c,U:y ch~ns(: th~t tF.~~OS pl(:cc 
t:,e vclocic:' profiles ,t the edGe of the c~~r;ber is pr~c-.!ded b;1 
a silllilar cb,ngo in tao contre of "Gh,~ coobustion ch',~1bcr, but ih 
a Ch~l;,bcr \7i'G.:1 a lon~r squisn area. 'l'hus it follo;;s tnf\;; "Ghe 
sp~tinl prop~g1tion of "Gho squish volocities is enhanced by "Gnc 
o;gnitude of Ghe squish area. 
7ho te st runs w,"ro cnrried out 17i th thc 1'111'0 in a horizontal 
position. EO\,/ever a fe\,1 tests v/ero. performed \'Iith both a v<lrtical 
and a horizont:J.l ':Iire. ,This w')s done to put in cvid(lTIc() the 
vor'Gi eGS th::.t Ilf\S taoucht thut exist in the vicinity of' "Ghe 
cylinl'1t-1' \,Iall. :Lois re;;ion of tr:.msition frol'l tIle cylindcr 
\'[;111 bound'u'Y hYc:ll' to th.'l body of the ehorge is thought to 
have SOli:; s i;:;nific:,.\nce in tho genol"'l,Q 1 motion of th~ ail' in t;he 
, 
combustion ch.~l,"bel'.Flg 89, 
'i';1<lSe ;I;n'~ ttlsts pcrfo!'11ed in the d(ltum chcnllbcr (disc) at 
5 !.::t."l ~1l1c', 10 r.nn off the cylinder Ilnll. Very high velocities 
',Iere r]cord:;d, at comprossion. Also eX"Grel'l~ly lc.rge eddies I'lere 
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detuct:;d by 0X11;,il1ing the n:tcro length sc ~10s of "Gul·bul:mce.Fig8:1Q-8;\1 
It is Ghou;;ht th.:tt these are due to a serit)s of vortices 
th .. t forI: UG the cylinder 11::.11 right on top of the piston. As 
the pistOl! moves down tht) 1::o1'e smnll vorti ces "1',) forr.led in 
its \ln~e ~nd th~so grow as the time lapses re~ching the size of 
rJ.[\=~iI'lum t of the bore size uhe,1 the piston rC[lehes B~C .Rg 8.12. The 
s\,/irlin;s ::'.ot1on of the C!l'lI~ge sets the vortices situated on the 
cro.~n of "Ghe piston in :l robtion~l n:otion so "Gh'lt t:10 result 
is :t loc ',1 m':irling l1:otion around ~n ol.xis formed by the cir-
,cuoference ef tl:e piston. 'fhis chain of even1;S always t9.:{es 
plac') and is only broken up in the vicinity of TDC if large 
sq~ish areas are pr9sent. Salmna (23) recorddd hiGh velocities 
l'/h':ln using a vel'~ical \,'ire but Iu tnou.;ht t:1ao tl1cse are due 
to the squish co:nponcnts present due to the Heron charr,ber in-
, 
v 
:.~estigat(~d. HO':levGi.'I in Ghe pr~s~nt case tha sar'e . ~ p!lcnou::mon 
'(;00:: place in a disc chm.ber ':Iith no squish areas ";~::'ch leads 
to ;;he conclusions listed above. 
Regarding tho magnitude of the squish area it wan :-ound 
that Ylh"n it \las all concentrut0d in one place the re:3Ulting 
air volocities Vi ;re mare everiy dis.trhlt"d acros:.:.the. ,chamber .. 
The air velocities were found to increase sharply in the 
, 
vicinity of the top dead centre of the compression stroke. 
This applies to all the cases examined no matter what chamber 
shape or probe location was used at the time. It is though~ 
that the ring vortex located on top of the piston travels up 
the bore with the piston. As this reaches TDe the vertical 
space above it becomes small and the air has a tendency to 
increase its velocity in the horizontal plane to ,conserve 
its momentum. This would enhance the swirl velocity of the 
ring vortex. These velocities would be picked up by a vertical 
wire, and if they are high enough, a horizontal wire would 
register them too. 
Turbulence 
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It vias found tba;; the turbulence intensity profiles fOllO\7(Fig8.13) 
closely trl3 velocity profiles. It was found rwre useful to 
discuss the Po.t~()i'n follo\7ed by ;;.le relative turbulence inten-
sity and the tUl'culence uacro scales. 
It lIas found that the e:L)ct of squisa vias to reduce 
slightly ~~e level of the relative turbulenc0 intensity • 
. 
This occurs \.':l.Jn the .3quisll arcas 8113.11 and no othsr 
cba_'gc occurn if -':;:1.e nquish ar"lUS arc increased.Fig a14 
~ypical tronds s~oY' t!lat in t;,e vicinic:r of tee squish 
area and in thc centre of the coC".bustion chuC".ber the level 
of thc relaGive turbulenco inter..sity does not vary at all rrith 
l;be a::.ount of: SqUiS:' presen't in t:'1e combustion chaIr,ber. At 
") th0 sieb of t~e cOIi;'bustj on c;,Hmber oppos i-GC "Che squish, area 
there is a slit;:lt decrease of the relative turbulence intan-
sity with S17.311 ar.louncs of squis:, (15;~ in t-.!O areas). Larger 
squish arcas QO not affect t;:is 10vel at all. 
8y cOI:lpari:>.g the rela'Give turbulence intensity levels 
at the edge, centre and squish side of tile combustion chan,ber 
a unifor:; turbulence 'structure rlas revealed. in the vicinity 
of the squisn a:;:>ea the levels Vlere very sli(;htly 10';101' than 
i1" t 11e re st of the cha::,ber. 1iovle"er the diff0rence is not 
t::ought to bc significant. 
~hes9 facts prov0 that che squish areas co not afloct the 
Iaagnituc.e of "!;:1.e velocity fluctu:tions atout the la3an value 
of, t:1.3 air v;)loclty. 
3xsr:inins th" turbulence r:acro length scales again the 
effect of squ:'sh rlas no",; obvious. T~e 0ddy sizes Ylere found 
not to VU1'Y ·.-r;:~n 10'7 or Iil0derate al;;.ounts of squish "Iere 
present. Ho.lever large squish areas "Iere found to create large 
eddies. 'I'~is ;.ncrease in eddy size l/l1.en large squi.sh areas 
are present (15;' in one urca) is"thought to be due to the body 
. 
!:lotion that is iwpart'cd to the c11.::\nge in t:lis si~uation.Rg B.15 
76 
) 
·.<"!len cO~lparinG the results fou'.d by travQrsinG the probe 
across t:1e conbustion chalaber it was found that the eddies 
were lnrgesl; in the centre of the chal..ber. T:lis rela"Gtls well 
',lit':J. "G:10 pl'cvious n:en"Gion of 10\1 air velocithls in "Ghe centre 
of "G:1.e COIT-custion cha:_be,r. Also it Vias observed that the 
eddies are sl'1allcst in the vicinity of the squish areu. 
So far the turbulencJ ~tructure created ~n a squish con-
bustion ch'h.cer seems hard to explain. The turbulent veloci-
ties ~re not affected and the spatial structure (eddies) of 
the turbulent florI does not seem to chullge \lith squish: 
1"'fO'.'Jever tcis image changes. wben t_le macro time scales of 
tu.('bul~mce are examined. In this case the effect of t':J.e squis:1 
o.reo::; is strop.£; and easy to folloYI. 
It \-Ias found that the Jll:lcro time scales of turbulence 
decreas:;) s:,arply with inc:;"easing squish. A minimur.l value is 
reaci10d .at all ensine speeds I"luen l05~ - 15;: :Jquis':J. in one area 
exi:Jts in the coLbustion chamber. A further increase of t:le 
squish areo. brings the ti:lle scales up again. '1'his trend. \1aS 
maintained at 9.11 engine speeds and in all the positions 
exa,dned in v:,e conbustion chUlllber:Fig 6.16-8.1B 
'1'aldng these fac ~s into account, an explanation for the 
action of squish can be given. :;l~"'lll or modera-ve ar~oun"Gs of 
l:quish enr.!mce the turbulence level in the conbustion chartber 
'by cr<laving r:orc ul}d faster revolvi;13 eddies. The eddy size 
does no," change ilhen the squish areas are altered but t~leir 
notion does. '.i:he higher frequency of rotation of these vort~ces 
has b/O advantages: 
It ~Iill il~prove u,ixing of the charge 
It is likely to quic:Cen the propagation of the flame 
front because of the quic;cer enerr;y transfer bet-."leen 
adjacent eddies. 
77 
The existance of 0.:1 optinun degree of squish is obvious, be-
C nu~e ~~lR ~i~ ..·.e scales a~e s~en to l'nCrDd aa a~~~~ l~~, "q'l'sh lA.... "'_ _... _ _ _ _ _ ~ ""'....... «.J. u....... v, .;J '-" 
in one area. H is thought that at this point the squish 
r:;otion involves such a large proportion of the available mass 
of air ~hat ~he charge receives a body notion. Tnis croates 
larg"lr and slower eddies. 
Tne centre of tile conbustion cha.7tber offers again a mixed 
picture. 7..13 tran~:'.l;ion bet'"/een the turbu13nt t:otion and the 
body motIon occurs earlier (less squish) than at the extremities 
) of the chamber. "Iso ~he eddy frequency is co:::p1ratively 101ler 
than ut thc extrel:li ties of the chal[jbor. This again underlines 
the exista.!1ce of a 1011 activi~y area in the centre of the 
COlhbustion c:lul""bel'. Th.e slol7 eddies \/ill join early to form 
largo eddies 1"I:,ici1 have 10"lor frequencies of rotation. Also 
the·engine speed seems to affect tne transition from turbulent 
to body potion in this area. The higher the eegine speed the 
"ih t' .~ ddf .: g. er ne SqUlS.l nee e or ~his transition to occur. 
'1:he region near the squish al'ea shol"ls the highest eddy 
frequency at all engine speeds and in all the cl1an.bers investi-
ga~ed. 
:'rnen perforr,ling tests in ~he vicinity of the cylindel' .-/all 
extr::n!ely larse eddies Ylere picked up. 'rl1ese sClo\"/ed aver,' 101'/ 
I:r.quency of rotation. As alrcudy explained these are eddies 
created during the intake stroke \"lhen they gro;7 ~o large sizes. 
'l'he cor~pressio:1 s"Cro~e dar.ps out their motion due to the increase 
in visco:::ity of -c:'le air and the time lapsod from their forlll'ltion. 
All figures reter to hOrIZontaL Wlres unless otherwise slated. 
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c C N C L U SIC II S 
2. 'i1~1e li1ean air velocity incr3ases ',lith the en3ine speed. 
2. 1':.'1e cen1:re nr.d i:~le side of tile comcustion char;ber opposite 
1:0 t,!e squish area a.'(l the areas influenced r.;ost by ;;he 
squish velocii:ies. 
;). l'he propuga"C~on of the squish cOl"100nents cepends on "Che 
magnitude of the squish area. 
4. '111en no squish is present ·G:19 air motion is a body' swirl 
l:otion created by tlle intake j0t. A local motion exists 
on ;;:l'} piston cro,m tihere a ':l.elical vo:·tex is thought to form around 
the piston c ircUlLference. 
5. ~'or a Gh"cn bugni1:ude of squish area t:le effect on ;;he air 
,lotion is lwre ,.1ar::ed if -';:lC area is all in one place. 
d. '111e turbulence _Lnten:..Ltj' levels are not affected by tile size 
of 'c:le squisl,- arca. Fl'Ol,l this poin"!; of view the "Curbulence 
st!'uc.l~ure is u.niforr1 'G-'1roUcih the comcustion c~'lanber. 
7. ;:'1.e ec,}y sIze is only affec'ced by large squis~1. uroas. In 
chis cus~ ~~o eddies are larGe acd ar3 craa~od an a result 
of ~2 ... ~ body llO~ ... i011 ilaparted to tLe C11"",,('o'e ........ 0 • 
"Crclllsit:lon occurs GilCil? size does not; vary \1iti:l the Ql:oun't 
of squisi1. 
8. '.i.'::10 eddy frequency in~:!'ellses l~itil squSsh, oore and fas1:er 
oddS.es are cresJ;ed. ~:1is en~ar..ces the ge1:era1 level of 
turtulence • 
. s. 'l:~13 transition from turb~.l.len:; isotropic motion to 
diI'ectional 'body n!otion occu~s \"Ji"l.:;n morc than 10 - 15~; 
squish is present. 
10. '::;ddj.8S arc largest and slo·,Jest in the centre of the , ~--
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cor::bus cion c!1::!: ber and sraallast ar..d fastest neJ3.r tha 
squis:h urea. 'ri1:i:s is valid at all engine speeds. 
, 
" ., 
\ 
/ 
, 
CHAPTER 10 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
, 
, 
, 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
-Future work should try to expand the scope of the work 
described here. 
Squish chambers should be designed using the information 
already gained and with commercial production in mind. These 
should be studied in both motored and fired configurations. 
Valve timings and engine speeds closer to normal engine 
operations should be used. 
There will be greater gains if the direction of the flow 
could be predicted. A multichannel anemometry system in 
conjunction with a multiwire probe could give the answer 
to these questions. 
Also an investigation of the turbulence microscales could 
lead to higher accuracy in the prediction of the flow trends. 
Future work should investigate the relationship between the 
effects of Squish on the flame propagation and the ability 
of an engine to run on lean mixtures. 
A combustion model should be developed taking into account 
the specific effects of Squish on the flame propagation. 
L-____________________________________________ _ 
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APPENDIX 1 
EVALUATION OF THE POLYTROPIC INDEX OF COMPRESSION 
• 
) 
Appendi;~ 1 
~~le gas 'GCl~peraturcs \L:ich \/ere r:lGusured as e:~plained 
.in Chapter were no'G used direc'c11 in the t:H.1per'1.tUl''Ie 
cor~p:)ns'\ t; ion 1'-0 le. tionships. This via s so be C'1use t'ho \!ire 
r3~ponse i;O -;;_~e ch~Y)ges in te~;~per~tu.r~ ut around ~DC of tne 
compression stroke ·.vas observed to lag. 
'l'he alterna"Give ,inS to obtain the ter..peraturcs by using 
or 
\'/1101'e "'1 and Al!. are cons Gal1~S and P, V and Tare 
respectively the gas pressure, volume and tempera"Gurej n is 
the pol:;'i:;ropic index of compr~ssion. 
In t;he nbo"e relationsDip tl1ere is one vnriable \121ich is 
not precisely kno,m: the polytropic index n. 
'.J:he liter.:lture surv()y revealed that the v"lues of n uS3d 
for sinilar purposes vur:i bet,leen 1.35 and 1.4. Some researc~1 
, 
\"lor:{:erc 8.110<;130. for the. heat "transfer, setting _l :!.C\"t n, \"J~ile 
ot:,0rs assUl,18d or found that t:,e heat transfer that t.11[3s pbce 
is no;; high enoug" to 10'/er 1;_1e :,~lu~ of y 'oelow 1.4. It 'IJaS 
t':us c.()sh'able to find tbe r3levant value of G;le index cppli-
catle spec~fically to the ~~st in question. ~he polytropic 
Iq· is c:lscd on the assur.!ptl.on "Gnolt no mD-SS "Gransfer occurs 
and thus it is only npplioabl~ in t:lis case ,I;len 1;he valves 
are~-closed. lt was t:lerefora applied t" the portion of "Ghe 
cor::pression stroke that follo·."led toe closure of the ir.take 
valve. 
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Lookin6 nt tho poly'Gropic lOil 
bot:1. sides of "G1.1~ equ.1tion the 
r~is ~epr8sents ~Ge equa~lon of 3 straigh~ lin0, of ,slope 
nand i"G provided t:le solution to the problem of finding the 
rolytropic in~eA ~pplieable to tce engine 'Gosts. 
FroM the er~,nk radius :lnd connec"Give l'od geor.Jotry the 
volur.la of truppad ~bo¥e the piston C9n be cGlcul~'Ged at 
any poin'G in the engina cycle. This is Give,. by: 
v= lI'ttr+l+ h-r,cOSf::).-VI~r2.Sin2.CJ.) 
, 
'-'here 
• 
D = bore 
R = crank radius = stroke 
2 
1 ':: connecting rod length 
h ':: corubustion chor.lber heig!lt (a);,pliCRblc to disc 
c:lnr,:ber only) 
~ = anGle of erunk rdntion (origin at TDC intake) 
''':he above forr.:ula is likely 'Co give erroneous results 
\,.hen USG~ for pis"Gon posi'Gions very near tne top d~·,j centre. 
~llis is bec~,use_the volume of air trapped betrlaen the pis'Gon 
and liner and situn'G3Q above the top piston ring is not taken 
into account. '1'his is negligible compured to t:le chaF.:cer 
volur:l'l ':;he:: the pis'Gon is far fro;" '~'DC. However near l'DC. 
the n'3g1ec'G~d voluiJlc becoLlcs higrlel' compared to '';:10 COhlbus'Gion 
cnurrill~r voluDC ~nd t~e inuuccd arror incr0nses. 
Follo·;lin.; tnis consider.ltion the last 300 of 'Ghe cor"pression 
strokc "'I~re not included in t,le analysis. 
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Consequently the pressures measured in the experimental 
100 startinG at 2200 ABDC till 300 ETDC. The 1033 \7Cre tu&:en' 
, 
of ~lese =~d log v ~CS plo~~ed asainst lo~ P. ~~e plo~ uas a 
strai3ht line of slope - 1.4 and t:1is value '\I:lS used to cal-
culate ohe gcs temperc.ture from the pressu::.'e data.Fig 1,1 
A reference point ,'}[IS neee:Jsary and this \'IUS ~~1e point at 
":1ich ~he intao{e valve closes. During tne e;~huust s1;roke and 
the folloi'lJ ng into.xe strol:a t:'19 gas ter:J.peruture in D. motorod 
engine stays practically cons~ant md c. value for this' can be 
confidently tc.l~en iror1 the talt::p::lraoure re(lcings. Ti1is v/us 
found to b~ 315'1<. 'Ihis value, coupled \,i~h the corresponding 
pressure at .lVC provided thJ reference point. 'rhe gas tempera-
tures in the rest of the cycle wore found using t,1ese values 
and t:te,.current gas pressure value for vl::ich the tenperaturd 
vias calculated. 
'1<;:10 value of n =,:: 1.4, proves t!J.at the ;1eat transfer 
thnt exists in the ensine is not h1gh enough to create non 
iSencropie conditions. 
10B 
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Pr3ssuX'e - - olur'!e c1~to. usa] to doterll~in0 the 
polytropic index of cOLpression < n. 
0( (,'.':i'DC) V(cc) P(ll/cm 2) Log V Lo;; P 
220 578.37 9.1:313 2.762 0.960 
230 549.98 9.9605 2.740 0.998 
240 515.87 10.8819 2.712 1.036 
, 
250 476.55 12.0797 2.678 1.082 
260 432.80 13.8303 2.63ti 1.141 
270 385.G8 16.3181 2.586 1.212 
280 336.52 19.2193 2.527 1.297 
290 286.91 24.979 2.457 1.:397 
300 238.63 32.3501 2.377 1.509 
310 193.58 43.1302 2.286 1. 634 
320 153.62 58.8859 2.186 1.77 
330 120.49 80.999 2.81 ·1.908 
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APPENDIX 2 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
111 
for .J.t It,32st one ilour. 1;11e probe na.s inserted in "che 
cor.:bus t ion C:l::\1 ,bel' Ylith -';,le cylinder head re.~o';ed. it 
pas ensured that the '71re rlf'S perf~ct1y aligned, ::.nd that 
the probe lIas accul'a;:;e1y loc:,ted in ;:;he axial direction. ':Lhe 
cylinder head und roc::el' box w.::re them replaced and the l'ig 
',:n S S GUj,..,ted. 
At tile su[ce position in "G;le cor.:bustion chanber r.:casure-
r~ents ';Iore ta:cen !n three er.gine speeds: 750. 1000 and 
1500 rpn. Po1lo"ling this t'1" :r;robe .. /Us traversed across "Ghe 
cor:bu3tior. chm,lb'3r to its nGW position and the P1'oC0duro \V'lS 
repented. 
The positions in "Ghe cOl',bust1on c:18.mber \'I:l0re recordings 
llere made are sho\ln in tile diaSra!'!. 
APPENDIX 3 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR HOT WIRE PROBE CALIBRATION 
I-\ASTER rHlRE 
DlllENSION TCNU(30),RE(30),REP(JO),YCALC(30),EAROR(30),A(Z) 
DIMENSION BRV(30),TPR(30),DP(30) 
READ(1i100)TAt)6,ALPHA,RCOLO,RCOMP,RLEADiROP,WD,WL,PGAS 
TOP=T Alm+ (ROP / R CO ~ D~1 .0) / ALPHA 
WRITE(Z,201)TAHB,RCOLD,ROP,WL,TOP,PGAS 
TFILrl~(TOP+TAMB)/2,O 
T=TF I LI1~2f 3.0 
Y=O~ 001*TF I LI1 
CONPG=Z.41~-2+7,6397E~5*T~5;06'E~8*(T**2.0) 
VISC=(O.4J868+S,1319S*Y-1,J106)*(V**2.0)-O,668597*(Y"*3~0)+ 
10,922798*(Y**4,O)-0;34ZZ37~(Y**5,0)+O,042674*(Y**6,O))/100000.0 
RHO=PG~s/(~87;0*TFILM) - -
DO 1 1=1 ,~O 
REA Cl (1 ,1 01 ) Il RV ( Il , T P R Cl ) , D P (% ) 
, CONTIIlUE 
002J=1,~O 
TGRAO=TOP-TPR(J) 
BRI=nRV(J)/(RUP+RLEAD+RCOMP) 
112 
QSUP=ORI**Z.O~ROP 
QCOnO=O.14l64E-2-0,32763E"5*TGRAO+O,7251E-'*(TGRAO**2,0),0,510(8 
1E-10*(TGRAD**3.0) 
QRAO=1,78BE~8*WO*WL*(TOP**4,O~TAMB**4.0) 
RllU=O, 31831 *, QS U P,.,Q eou D-QRA D) / (\J L* CON OG" <TO P .. T Ma) , 
TCNIJ (J) =RNV. C T Arlll / TF I LM) **0" 17 
V=44~8218-SQRTC(1.0-C1,O .. OP(J)/PGAS)**0~2857).TAMa, 
RE(J)=RHO*V*NO/VlS~ 
2 CONTItlUE 
P=O.4 
4 WRITE(Z,20l)P 
00 3 K=1,20 
REP(K)=Rr(I<;)**p 
3 cOla IllUE 
CALL t02ACF(REP,TCNU,20,A,2,REFl 
11 RI H (2, 20 J) 
DO 1I J=1,':O 
YCALC(a)cA(1,+A(Z)-REP(J) 
ERRORCa)=1VO~O·(TCNU(J)-YCALC(J)'/TCNU(J) 
WRITEC2,200)R~P(J),TCNU(J),VCALC(J),ERROR(J) 
6 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,204)AC1),A(7.) 
p=p+0.a1 
IF(I'-O.5S)4,4,5 
!I CQNTIIlUE 
100 FORI1ATCF6,~, F9 ,7, FS;3, FS.2, F6,4, F6,3/F9;7, F8,6, F1 a,3) 
101 FORI1ATCF7,4,FlI.7.,F9.4) 
200 FQRI1ATC2X, F7;4,1 ox; F6;4,1 ox, F6.4,1 ox, F6',2) 
201 FORI1ATC/lIII//,30H AMBIENT,TEflPERATURE(DEG K)= ,F6.2/,30H COLD fd 
1SISTANCE(UHllS)= ,F5,3/,3VH OPERATING RESlSTANC~(OIlHS)= ,f(,. 
23/,3011 HOT ~IIRE LENGTHn1)lI ,FB.6/,30H OPERATING TEIIPEHT 
3URE(DEG K'=,F6,2I,30H GAS PRESSURE(N/SQI1)= 'jF10.3) 
7. 0 3 FOR I1A T (3X , !Ill RE- * P , 1 2X i' 4 H TeN U , 1 1 X , SHY C ALe ';' Z X, 5 HER R 0 R J) 
202 FORI1AT(III1/i2X,2HP='jF4~7.,//) 
204 FORllATCI,i!Xi5t1A(1)1I,F10,5,SX,SHACZ)"U10,'S) 
STOP 
END 
, 
I 
, 
APPENDIX 4 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FLOW CHARACTERISTICS EVALUATION 
')' , , ,-' 
16 FLOW~BiRA2889 
lElCORE 40K 
.ERK $TT 
, , " 
~EATE FRED,LIMSJZE~200K 
,T CR1,/ARPRESS 
,T CR2 tlARTU1P 
)FORTRAN 
, ' 
~ TRO(NON~STANDARD),ON~JNE 
iE f1TO, FRED 
IN CRO(PATA)7'i1'700 -
••• 
MPI LATIONBJ. IIXFAT I·1K 6A 
LIST 
, 
- - -----:- -:-=--=:::-:---,-':-: -~ 
- - -- - -~-----~~----
- - - --.. -- - -
- - - ~ 
. . 
-- -----
DATe J 911 ZI'77 
- ---- - - - - -
TIME 
... --. SEND TO «(D,SEflICOf1PUSER,~AXXXr'~---' 
.. - .. -. DUfll' ON (ED,PROGRAf1 USER) 
... c, ~\:. ;I: WaR K (E D , waR K F I LE USE R) '. ~ ~~:;. ~:' .--
RUlj 
.. ','-.",=:c LIBRARY(ED,SUElGROUPGiNO-'-'~'---'-'~:--
.. ~ •.. ~.PIlOGRM1(F~OIl) _ .. ___ .. _ ... -~ .... 
~ ':,c. INPUT 1 ,. CRO 
. 
19/ 42/20 .. ___ .. __ . 
- - --- - -- ---- ---- -
- . . 
.. _._~ __ INPUT 2 a MT1/FORHATTED(GUSTAV9)/1284 ... ~. .. - .. . 
'. ,'.' INPUT 3 .. eR1' .'. . ... . 
. -.' . INPUT 4 a CR2 . - .. --
'. " .. :':~-:CREATE 5 = flTO/UNFORHATTED· (FRED (1'i4095»/1030,.':~' 
. ~_ ~, ______ OUTPUT _6 aLPO . ____ ~~ ____ ~ ____ : __ . __ . 
. ' ,. END.' =_.. . '~~~:;:~'c"'o;c".c ~:: .. '.' .. 
.. :' MASTER FLOW 
.. ____ INTEGER e,sc 
.. ' :, DlflENSION IDAT(512) ,U(512) 
. .. 
- -- -- ---- --
---- -----~----- - ---
. . 
. _ .. _ DIMENSION AS(512)'TPR(512),TGAS(512),CONDG(512),RHO(512) 
113 
. '. ~ DIMENSION qC D(512);QRAD(512),UMEANC512),TURB(512)7RTURB(S12) 
.. ____ D If' ENS ION T S C ( 3 0 ), A LSe A ( 30) , P I () 1 2 ) " PHI (30) , V I se (51 2) , T FI L M ( 5 
': CALL LU1934 --._. .. . _. . 
. __ CALl,WINO OII(2) .-- ._------ _.... .- --. _ ... -- .-----. 
READ (1,1 on tJCYC ~',-,=::.' ~c __ c:c· ___ . ... . 
WRITE(6,203)NCYCL __ . __ . ___ .. ___ .____ ____ . ____ ._. _ . 
MlCVCL=tlCVCL ': ~'_ ::: .. '::=- . __ . __ . 
... READ(1 ,108)SPEEI) _________ . ____ .. __ .~. _____ . . . ___ __ 
WRlTE(6,204)SPEI:D :. '--==:;-~~'~,,_ ..... . 
FI(1,=O,O . __ ._. __ . ___ ._ _ __ ... __ .. 
. 0016 K=2,!i10 .~- .. -:=..":~.' .. c· - . ---- .:. 
FI (K'=FI (K-1)+1,O ... _ .... _____ . ___ .. ___ .. 
. 1(1 CONTIIW~ . _.c .::.... .-- - -- -. 
PHI (n = 4 5. 0 _. ____ . •. _ ._ . __ .. 
DO 17 K=2,2S . 
PHI(K)=PHJ(K.,1)+15.0. 
17 CONT! NYE 
c . . 
C GENERAL DATA REFERING TO ANEHOMETER OPERATION'.' 
.-.-, ........... -, .... --._, " .. .----~ ----~ ... 
~' 
, q~l·i ' , I 
C 
RE AfI ( 1 , 1 0 <!)T A IHl , ALP It A, ReO 1.1>, ~qtl'\?J RLel\!.. R.'jiP, W I> ~Wl.. 
TOP=T AlHl+ (Ropl RCO LO-1', 0) I ALPHA 
W ~ I T E (6, 2 ° 1 ) TAIl 11 , RC 0 L 0, R'O p, W L, TOP 
REAO(1,105)A;~'P 
WRITE(6,20Z)A,D,p 
C COMPUTATION OF GAS CHARACTERISTICS DURING CYCLE 
C 
'_ REAP(1,10 4)TBDC,PBPC 
- -- RfAD(3,105)(PGAS(I),1=1~512) 
READ(4,109) (TPRO), 1=1,512) 
- "DO 3 J=1,:>10 
~- T GAS ( J );; T II DC. ( (P GAS (J ) I P B 0 C) •• 0. 2857) 
- TFILH(J)c(TOP+TGAS(J»/2.0 
- T=TFILM(J)-273.0 
Y=0.001*TFILII(J) 
114 
- CONOC(J)=2,41E-Z+7.6397E-5*T-5.061E-8*(T**2.0) 
VISC(J)=(O,43868+5.13195*Y-1.31065*(Y**2.0) .. O.668597*(Y**3.0)+ 
: c10.922798*(Y**4.0)-O.342237*(y**5,O)+O.042674*(Y**6.0»/100000.0 
RHO(J)=PGAS(J)/(287.0*TFILM(J» 
TGRAD=TOP-TpR(J) 
QCOUD(J)=O.14~64r.-2-0.32763E~5*TGRAD+0.7251F. .. 7*(TGRAO**2.0) 
1"O.51078E"10*(TGRAO**3,0) --
QRADCJ'=1,?88~-8*WD·WL.(TOP*·4.0-TGASCJ)**4.0) 
3 CONTI NUE = ---
- - --READC2,100>E';IIC -
E=E/64 
- ----- ---
----- 'coNST=S.O*BC*(10;O**E)/(32767.0**2,O) :: ___ ----- -:~ __ 
c 
NSKIP=800 
- DO 19 K=, ,NSKlp --- -: -
REAP(2,101) (lPAT(J) ,Jc, ,512) 
-19' CONTltlUE - - -~ 
00 1 N=1,NCYCL 
--:: -':. READCZ,10') (lDAT(J) ,-J-;;,,51Z) -~-
--- DO 2 K=1,:'10 --
- BRVcIOATCK)*CONST 
BRI=ORV/(ROp+RLEAO+RCOMP) 
QSUP=BRI**l*ROP 
--~-- -~-- ---- --- - ~ 
- - -
---
- --
, ~-
RNU=0.31B31*(QSUP .. QCOND(K)"QRAD(K»/(WL.CONDG(K)*(TOP~TGAS(K») 
~UFACT=(RNU*«TGAS(K)/TFJLH(K»**O,17)·A)/a -
UCK)c(AI\S(UFACT) )**(1,O/P.);,V1SC(K>/CRHO(K) .. \.ID)_ • ___ _ 
-_ 0 if CONTI rWE . - -
U(Z)=(U(1)+U(3»/2.0 
U(258)=(U(257)+U(259>'/2,O 
WRITE(5) CU(", ,tl .. ' ,510) 
, CONTINUE 
C COMPUTATION OF GAS IlEAN VELOCITlSS 
C 
REWIND 5 - --~ --_.- - --
DO 411=1,NCVCI. 
READ(S) (UCI)';1"1 ,510)_~----_-:~· 
00 4 K=1,!l10 
IF01,,1)S,5,6 
5 UHEANCK)=U(K)/ANCYCL 
GO TO It 
6 ur1EAN C I() "U~'EAN (K) ",UCK)/ AN-C'(Cl.. __ ~ 
4 CONTINUE 
_____ --,-... __ >4 .. _" __ "~ '~-f ~ - _____ '..,..-__ 
'i 
, 'I 
,I JII: i 
~" --..----~ .. --~-1r ~~ - -- --
~ I ~. 
W-\Q.\i--e-C.b) 2..~,,) (UI1€M'\('I).1:.: ~\9..a) 
CA~L AXISCA(1,17,O.O,~10.0,1) 
CA~~ AXISGA(1,10,O.O,100.0,2) 
- CALL GRID(O,1,1) -- - --
CALL GRAPOLCFldJ~lEAN,S10) -- - ----
CA L L PIe C E: :'- - - - - :: --~- - - _ -- ---~ ----
c---- ----- -----------
C-COMPUTATION OF TURBULENce--lNTENSITY -------: :- - - ------- -- - --C -- - -- - - -- , ---- - --- -- -- - --
--, 0 -_-- R EW IN D 5 ::--:::= -: ------- --- -- __ :: ---~:;; ~ -
---- -DO 7 rl=1,NCVCL. - ---- --- - --- --. -------. 
~--=---::..: __ - READ(5) (ue I )';1~1 ,510)- ___ :: __ ~--:c---- 0:-- c :--c:---:~ -- ~_:::--: :- __ ---
. - -- - [) 0 7 K =, , ~ , 0 -- - - - -- -- - -- - +- -
-;C~C:C ::IFCI1 .. 1)a,8,9 - ----------- - __ --- __ -=:-::c,c:--:--c--
-----8 TUR[l(K)=S(lRT«UCK)-UMEANCK» .. *,D/ANCYCL - - ------ --- -
-~."':-=-"- ::GO TO 7 -- -- ---------- -- -~:-:::::;::-..::--:-- - --
9 TURn(K)=TURB(K).SQRT«U(K)~UMEAN(K»**2)/ANCVCL--------
--- ':-:::--~7:-CONTIfWE -- - =-- ___ :-c: __ --___ -:~~-- __ ~ __ ----=---_--=::,::;--=. 
- -- ----- -- 101 R 1 H ( 6 , 21 Z) eT U R B <I ) " I "1 , S 1 0) -- - -- -- --- - -- -- - --- - --- -- --
- :: __ --_ --0_ co-:o CAL L AX I sCA (1,17.0.0,510.0,1 f cc;;':--::: -.:-~ ::: ~-::-- -:_--o~--::-: ~-: --
-- ---- --- CALL AXISCA(1,15,O.O,30:0,ji!) ------- --------------- --- ------------- - --
------~--::-- CALL (iRIO(O,1,1) cc - =0::0.'=' __ -=_:::-:-:-- - --=_:=-C:~O--:_ -;-___ c;:-:Z~~~- _ 
-- -- ---- CALL GRAPOL(FI ,TURB,S1 0,---- ---- -- - ---- -- ---------- --------- ------ ~ -
--::_-- C:_c:~<: CALL--PICC~E :~:: __ -~::--:~ __ > ___ -- - -- _-~:=.::_--::---: __ c_F':::: __ L----
c , 
C _COMPUTATION Of RELATIVEr:URBllL--ENCE--:INTENSfTY-::c.~=- __ :::c __ :--_,:--~_: 
C _____ _ _ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
-=-_--- __ -:DO 10 1=1,510 _______________ :-_o:-=:co--:::::-__ -c::-:=:c ___ -
____ RTlJRIlCI)aTURB(I)/Ur1EANO)__ __ _______________ _ 
-- : --- -10 CONTI NUE __ ---- '---C'. __ --__ -- ..:c--__ =-: ---~'--
____ ~ ~_~: _____ IoIRITE(6,213)(RTURBCl)d=f,510)----_: __ --- ____ :~=_~=--__ ~ ____ --____ =~--: __ __ 
__ -- --- ----~--:-: CALL' AXIS~A(1117,0.O,510.0,1) '-_ _ .::_~.:: __ --_~ __ =- __ : _____ :--
. ____ CALL AXISCA(1 ,10,0.0,1.0,2>--______ ____ __ _ ______________________ _ 
CALL GRIO(O,1 ,1' ___ _-::_::::-, __ -- ,~ __ ::-:~c: __ -: cc _.;., __ _ 
CALL GRAPOL(Fl,RTURB'i510)______ __ ______________ __ 
CALL PI CC~E - :--<~ ~_::'; . -- =----- - ----
C __ ___ ___ _ __ ____ __ ___ _ ________________ __ 
C COMPUTATION OF AUTOCORRELATION COEFFICIENTS--- .::~,: __ ,_, __ -:_~_= == __ : __ --
---- L:--~:::-RE"'INP 5 ;-~c:':~:=~--.i-~~~--:~-----' :----:F:::-~ :.7--;.::"'f~----
___________ DO 11 M=1,NCYCI, _ __ ____ __ _ __ _ __________________________ __ 
. --- -- READ (5) (UO) 'n 1"1, S1 0) --;,_:..::=_ ---c~ ____ : ,-
_______ J"'o ____________ ~_ ___ _ __ _ __ _ __ ________ __ _______ __ 
- --:---=-00 11 K=45,450,15 ---~:~::::--~-,~:c:c---- ::"":--:--: __ :-:_---___ :- _ 
______ ______ J=J+1 ______ ______ __ __ __ _ _ _______________________ _ 
. 12 
C 
ACOR"O -:: :_-;:'c-C: -
F LR~ F=U (K) -UI1EA/1< K) __________________ __ 
PO 12 N=1,40 __ ---:::c:---: __ 
FLPAST=U(K-fl)~UI1EAlHK-N) : __________________ __ 
ACOR"ACOR·(FLREF*FLPAST)/CTURB(K)*TURB(K"N» -- :-- : __ ~: --
CONTINUE ------~----- - --
- ---
C COMPUTATION OF TURDUL~NCE MACRO SCALES 
C -- --- -- - - --
_ 13 
- - --
14 
_ 11 
IF (11 .. 1) 13,13';14 _________________ _ 
T S CA (J) =0 .16666 *Ae ORI< ANCYC L*S P E E D) -- :~:, ::--:::~:-___ ;: __ 
GO TO 11-- _ . ______ _ 
TSCA(J)=TSCACJ).0.16666*ACOR/CANCVCL*SPEEP) ____ __ 
CON TI NU E __ __ _______ '-- _ '_ __ __ _ ____ __ __ _ __ __ _____ _____ ___ 
DO 18 K=1,Z8-_ -:_--<c-_~- ~ _______ -:0--::--- _____ -__ =- _-_-
TSCA(K)=AilS(TSCA(K» _______________________________ . ________________ __ 
18 CONTI NUE _ - -: =- cc: _= -... c_ --- - __ __ ____ , __ -::_- -- - - - -:-- ---
.. - ...... - -"'-"""1"::---'---
\ I" 
115 
" 
; 
I 
8 
l-J~n-e (bl :U4) (TSC.A(r) , t":JL,~) 
CALL AXlSCA(,,9,45.0,450,O,~) 
CALL AXISCA(1,1Q,O.O,O,OOBO,2) 
--__ c-'_CALL GRID(Q,1,1) _c---_:c_ 
-- -- --CALL GRAPOL(PHI,TSCA';'28) ---
_-~- - CALL pICC~E ------
--- - -- - K=45 
- -:--_--o~-, DO 15 1"1128 
ALSCA(I)QTSCA(I).UMEANCK) 
-- _-~_--- K=K+15 
--- 15 CONTINUE 
----- -- . --
- _. -_.-
- -------- - ------ - ---
- --- -----
- - - - -- --- ---- -- ---
_ ~ __ -_ ~ lJRITE(6,21~)(AlSCA(I),J=1,Z8) .-_-- ~- =--~---=~=- ~-:~~-;;;:~~ 
CALL AXISGA(1 ,9,45,0';450,0,1) -- ---- - ------- - -- -------
-- ---:--::---CALL AXISCA(1 ,1s,0,0,O,150,2>-~:--_- -~-: -=--c~.-:~c-:--:--,:=-_-=:--::=::::=c::-
CALL G RID (0,1 ,1 ) - - - - -- -- -- - - - -- - -- - -
-- - - - - .} - - - -
- - CALL GRAPlJL(PHI,ALSCA,28)<-- - --_-_-_ -_-:c--:--
CALL PJCCl.E ---- ---
CALL DEV~ND :-~-:---:-= ---::-- -
- . - -
100 FQRI1ATC10X,2I10,22X) 
101 FORflAT(256110) ---- - -
116 
Is THIS LARGE A REpEAT COUNT INTENDED AT ABOUT COLUMN_15,_LINE 0181 
-- 102 FORnAT(F6,2,F9,'i',F5~3!,FS .. 2,F6.4,F6.3·,~F9':7,F8,6)- -- -- -
- 103 FORI1AT(3F6.4)o=,~i;;-!_~~~~=:~o~:-:-=- :- ~-=---;--- -~~:-___ ~:--
104 FORIlATCF6,2,F9,2) 
,-:: 105 -FORI1AT(l\(1X,F9,1» --::-=::=::_-=-~:c----
107 FORrlAT(I3) --
: --; 1 08 FO~I1ATCF6,1 )-- -- - T ~- - -
-~- --~ - -
109 FORtlAT(8(1X,F9,3» • _____ _ 
,- 201 FORI1ATC1X,27HAfol[lIENT TE/lPERATURE(OEG K),,';F6.21 .. __ _ 
1,1X,22HCO~D RESISTANCE(OHHS)~,F~.31 
2,1X,27HOPERATING RESISTANCE(OHMS>=,F6.31 
3,1X,19If1l0T IIIRE LEUGTH(l1)II,F8,61 
4,1X,29HnpERATING TEIlPERATURE(OEG K),,',F6.2> , 
202 FORI1ATC1x,28I1CAI,1IlRATlON COtlSTANTS A.,F6,4/,27x',·2HB=~F6.4/, 
'27X,2I1N=,f6~4) 
203 FO~I1ATCII/III/I ,1X,3QHNUI1IlER OF CYCLES INVESTlGATED=';I3) 
- 204 FORI1ATC1X,18I1ENGINE SPEEO(RPM)=,F6." 
-211 FOR,I1ATCIII,51Xt18HI1EAN VEl,OClTV(M/SllI,10(1x,F11 ,3» 
-:212 FORI1AT</l1,47X,?5HTURJ3ULENCE INTENSITY(Il/S)II,10(1X';F11.3» 
- 213 FORI1AT(/l1,45X,29IlRELATlVE TURBULENCE INTENSITYII,10C1X~F11 ,4» 
214 FORI1ATC/1/ ,42X,36HTIHE MACRO .. SCALES OF TURIIULENCE(SEC)/I',' 
14(15X,F11,8») 
--215 FORIIAT(1I1 ,42X,36HLENGTH'- MACRO .. SCALES OF TURBU\"ENCE(MHI': 
1 4 (1 5 X, F 11 • !I) ) ___ ~ ____ _ 
STOP 
EN!> 
MENT, LENGjH 1022 i -NAME FLOW-'-~~:;~~';'; COMMENTS· 
- - FINISH 
PI~ATICN w NO ERRORS 
El . 27 BUCK~TS USED 
--- -- ----,-
-- -' - ~~ - -- --
-- - ----~--------- -- - --
,- - -- -- --
- - . 
--
~ --------- .-- ----, --
- - -
-" - .-., • 'c __ • ___ --. - -.-.- ---P-~,"1TII'TI"""-----~'---'---j'-\'''1r-'---
IJII! i 
r' 
i 
- - - - -- -- - - - ------------------------, 
